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INTRODUCTION
isualization is the art and science of turning data into a depiction that helps its viewer to gain a new or better understanding of
the data. While originally a process of manual labor, the advent of
computers has made it possible to visualize data of ever increasing size
and complexity. And not only that, computers allow us to go beyond
static imagery by producing animations and supporting interactive
exploration. Simultaneously, the computational revolution has resulted
in a data explosion, both in terms of size and diversity. Consequently,
Visualization as a scientific field has flourished, branching out into three
main subfields: Scientific Visualization, Information Visualization, and
Visual Analytics.
This thesis aims to contribute to the first, Scientific Visualization. In
this field, the goal is to produce graphical representations of scientific
concepts and phenomena to help scientists extract information and gain
insight. The data can be the result of measurements or simulations and is
typically three-dimensional in nature. Examples include visualizations
of molecules, geospatial data, medical scans (e.g., mri), and simulations
of galaxies.

V

1.1 dense lines
The type of data central to this thesis is information recorded in the form
of dense lines, more specifically, diffusion tensor imaging (dti) fiber
tracts and flow streamlines. Although the domains are very different
(medical and mathematical, respectively), the nature and the means of
extraction of both types of lines are very similar.
1.1.1 dti fiber tracts
Fiber tracts are representations of bundles of fibrous biological material,
generated from a series of measurements (scans) in an mri scanner.
Typically, and also for this thesis, the fibrous material in question is
the white matter of the brain, which are the bundles of thousands
myelinated axons that interconnect different regions of the gray matter.
The central assumption for the generation of fiber tracts is that water
molecules diffuse more easily along the direction of the fibrous material
than orthogonally to it. With a sequence of special mri scans, the magnitude and direction of diffusion of water can be measured and, thus,
can provide information on the directionality of the fibrous material.
1
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This relatively recent technique is called diffusion-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (dw-mri) and it gave rise to a number of analysis
techniques.
One of those techniques is deterministic tractography, where the
directional information from the diffusion weighted scans is used to
produce three-dimensional lines. Commonly, the measurements are
transformed to produce a volume of tensors (hence the often used
term diffusion tensor imaging—dti) to describe the diffusion of water
molecules [Basser et al., 1994]. There are several methods for producing
fiber tracts from tensor fields, but the basic idea is to start for each tract
at a seed point and continuously follow the greatest local eigenvector
while moving through the tensor field [Mori and van Zijl, 2002]. It is
important to keep in mind that, because the resolution of dw-mri is limited (up to 1 mm), the resulting fiber tracts are merely representations
of bundles of neuron fibers, and not individual neuron fibers.
1.1.2

Flow streamlines

While fiber tracts can be thought to represent actual physically existing
components in biological tissue (e. g., bundles of neuron fibers), other
lines such as streamlines do not have such a clear mapping to physical
entities. Instead, streamlines are visual representations of the behavior
and structure of (complex) three-dimensional flow. They are generated
from velocity (vector) fields, which are in turn typically the result of
large three-dimensional numerical simulations of the flow of fluids and
gases. The domains in which such simulations play a role are diverse and
include, for example, the aerodynamics of cars, the heat distribution in
offices, and the airflow around falling ink droplets. Streamlines are one
of the ways to study and analyze the results of these simulations.
The generation of streamlines is similar to the generation of the fiber
tracts described above, that is, start at a seed point and iteratively take
small steps in the direction of the local velocity vector until a stopping
condition is reached. The resulting trajectories are locally tangent to
the velocity field, which is what makes them suitable for conveying the
behavior and structure of the flow. However, it has to be noted that
streamlines represent the path of the massless particle if the underlying
vector field describes a steady flow. If the underlying vector field is
a snapshot of an unsteady turbulent flow, streamlines can still help
in conveying information about the flow, but they do not represent
the path a particle would take in such a flow. However, there are also
types of flow lines that do take into account the time-varying nature
of turbulent flow: streak lines and path lines. While they are not used
in this thesis, the application of our techniques to these types of lines
would be straightforward.
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1.1.3

Visualization of dense lines

The similarity of fiber tracts and streamlines lies foremost in their
three-dimensional nature and their typically dense arrangement. Consequently, for both types of lines one faces similar perceptual challenges
when trying to depict them, including conveying spatial relationships
and avoiding clutter and occlusion. A common and straightforward
approach for the depiction of three-dimensional lines is to turn to
three-dimensional objects such as tubes and ribbons (e. g., [Ueng et al.,
1996; Petrovic et al., 2007; Zhukov and Barr, 2004; Zöckler et al., 1996]).
Compared to simply drawing thin, single color lines, the size of such
objects and consequently the possibility for shading allows for a better
understanding of spatial relationships and an improved depth perception. However, with the increased size, the amount of detail that can be
depicted decreases and some of the line-like feeling is lost. To some extent this can be overcome using illuminated lines [Zöckler et al., 1996],
although the problem of conveying spatial relationships remains. One
of the contributions of this thesis is a new approach to line visualization
(Chapter 3) that does not depend on shading, but instead borrows from
principles of illustrative visualization, which is discussed next.
1.2 illustrative visualization & abstraction
Illustrative visualization [Rautek et al., 2008] can be seen as as subfield
of scientific visualization in which new approaches to visualization
are developed that are inspired by the techniques of traditional illustrators. Long before the advent of computers, illustrators have been
practicing and perfecting the art of visually communicating knowledge.
Even with simple means such as pen-and-ink, illustrators are able to
effectively convey shape, texture, and illumination. Figure 1.2 shows
two illustrations from a medical handbook [House and Pansky, 1960]
that demonstrate this effect. It is interesting to notice how, despite the
lack of colors, these illustrations convey a certain clarity and crispness.
A large part of this clarity and crispness lies in the application of
the principles of abstraction and emphasis. With the communication
goal in mind, the illustrator can choose to leave out detail or even
oversimplify things to show and emphasize higher level information.
This process of depicting only the most relevant features is hard to capture algorithmically, but nonetheless, in the field of non-photorealistic
rendering (npr) a large variety of techniques have been developed
that try to mimic the style and effectiveness of traditional illustration
techniques.
Naturally, many approaches in illustrative visualization rely on these
npr techniques. However, one of the important remaining challenges
is to determine from the underlying data what kind of abstraction and
3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Examples of hand-drawn pen-and-ink illustrations in a medical
handbook. From [House and Pansky, 1960].

what level of abstraction is most suitable for the visualization goal at
hand. If the goal is, for example, to merely explain well-known phenomena to lay people, one can afford more (artistic) freedom to achieve an
effective communication. On the other hand, if the visualization has a
more exploratory, analyzing goal it is important to make sure no false
impressions are given about the data being visualized.
The concept and principle of abstraction plays an important role in
this entire thesis. For example, one can view the shortest paths computed in Chapter 2 as abstract representations of the connections between the cortical regions in the brain. The abstraction introduced by
means of the depth-dependent halo technique of Chapter 3 is a visual,
more implicit kind of abstraction, whereas in Chapter 4 the aim is to
achieve explicit abstraction through the bundling of dti fiber tracts.
Finally, the line styles introduced in Chapter 5 give users the means to
interactively apply abstraction for the visualization of streamlines.
1.3 contributions & structure of this thesis
This thesis presents four new approaches for the analysis and visualization of dense lines and underlying data. While these contributions
are diverse, the key concept that binds them together is abstraction, as
discussed in the previous section. In the rest of this section we briefly
discuss the contents of the chapters that follow.
Chapter 2 introduces a new method for calculating trajectories of
fiber bundles. Its main idea is to construct an undirected weighted
graph from diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging data. In
this graph, each node represents a voxel and the edge weights between
4
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the nodes represent the white matter connectivity between the voxels.
By applying Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to this graph, we present
a new method for calculating trajectories of fiber tracts as an alternative
to determinstic and probabilistic tractography. In addition, we explore
the visualization possibilities for the resulting tree structure of shortest
paths.
In Chapter 3, the underlying data remains the same —dwi/dti data—
but the focus changes to the visualization of fiber tracts, one of the
possible derivatives of dti data, as discussed in a previous section.
More specifically, we present an illustrative visualization and rendering
method for dense lines such as fiber tracts that is inspired by black-andwhite illustrations. The depth-dependent halos technique we introduce
here emphasizes collinear structures (e. g., bundles) and helps to improve depth perception without the use of shading or colors. We show
that our fast gpu implementation of this technique is not only suitable
for illustrative visualization of fiber tracts, but can also be applied to
other types of line data.
In Chapter 4, we aim to achieve a more explicit kind of abstraction by
locally bundling collinear fiber tracts. The visualization of this bundled
state of fiber tracts gives insight to the structure of the white matter
of the brain, in part because the resulting volumetric voids decrease
the mutual occlusion of tracts. The bundling process itself consists of
iteratively moving locally similar line (i. e., tract) segments towards
each other. Our implementation supports an interactive and continuous transition between the original and the abstracted representations.
In addition, we explore a number of options for interacting with the
bundled fiber tracts.
Then, in Chapter 5 the focus returns to the rendering of lines, although the domain has changed: flow streamlines. Here we introduce
a flexible illustrative line style model for the visualization of streamline
data that builds upon the depth-dependent halo approach introduced
in Chapter 3. In this model we partition view-oriented line strips into
parallel bands whose basic visual properties can be controlled independently. The visual flexibility is further increased by supporting several
mappings of local data attributes to these visual properties. We also
introduce in this chapter the concept of a line style transfer function that
maps local line attributes to line styles, creating additional possibilities
for emphasis and abstraction.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary and a discussion with general
conclusions followed by an outlook on future work.
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SHORTEST PATHS IN WHITE MAT TER
abstract: An undirected weighted graph may be constructed from diffusion weighted
magnetic resonance imaging data. Every node represents a voxel and the edge weights
between nodes represent the white matter connectivity between neighboring voxels. In
this chapter we propose and test a new method for calculating trajectories of fiber bundles
in the brain by applying Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to the weighted graph. Subsequently, the resulting tree structure is pruned, showing the main white matter structures
of the brain. The time consumption of this method is in the order of seconds.

2.1 introduction
he complexity of the human brain is enormous. In a volume of about
1.5 liter run some 105 kilometers of myelinated nerve fibers, connecting many cortical brain regions. Most of these fibers are grouped into
fiber bundles of various widths. Diffusion of water molecules in the
longitudinal direction of these bundles is free while transverse diffusion
is limited. With diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dwmri) the per-voxel averaged directional diffusion of water in biological
fibrous tissue can be measured, resulting in a symmetric diffusion tensor D [Basser et al., 1994]. For a voxel in an area with well-aligned nerve
fibers the largest eigenvector of D points in the main fiber direction.
In the last decades dw-mri has matured to the extent that it is now
possible to use this modality for detecting and visualizing fiber bundles
in the millimeter range. It has been used, for example, to build atlases
of the brain [Hagmann et al., 2003], to study chronic brain diseases
[Rose et al., 2008], and to assess acute stroke [Lee et al., 2005]. For an
overview see [Melhem et al., 2002] and [Mori and van Zijl, 2002].
In order to understand the workings of the healthy or affected brain
it is important to determine to which cortical regions fiber bundles
connect and which trajectories they follow. Many techniques have been
proposed that, starting from the tensor field, visualize dti data. A
simple approach is to visualize the fractional anisotropy (fa), a scalar
quantity representing a certain ratio of the eigenvalues of D. It is useful
for visualizing white matter density. More demanding is (deterministic)
fiber tracking, a technique to reconstruct and visualize fiber bundles.
In the most straightforward approach trajectories are generated by
following the direction of the greatest local eigenvector, starting from a
given voxel [Mori and van Zijl, 2002]. Instead of only using the greatest
eigenvector of D, some methods use the entire diffusion tensor [Lazar
et al., 2003]. Also, level set methods have been applied [Tournier et al.,

T
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2003], where the front propagates with a velocity depending on the
eigenvectors of D.
What these methods have in common is that the tensor field is interpreted as a way of locally describing the direction of highest velocity,
and in fiber tracking this direction is followed. Alternatively, we propose to approach fiber tracking as a way of finding a lowest-weight path
in a graph, which is constructed by connecting each voxel to its neighboring voxels with a weighted edge. The weights are defined such that
paths that follow the principal diffusion direction have a low weight.
Having a weighted graph, a minimum-weight fiber tract between two
given points may be calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dijkstra,
1959]. In this chapter we report on our experiments with this approach,
called shortest path fiber tracking (spft). Dijkstra’s algorithm does not
simply give a single shortest path, but, for a given source voxel, a tree
of shortest paths. This allows us to not only show a single shortest path,
but also to produce an overview of white matter density, structure, and
direction, by visualizing a pruned version of this tree. Furthermore,
we investigate a method to visualize spft results by clustering outer
branches of the tree.
In the field of dti visualization the spft method can be categorized
as follows. In the first place it is a deterministic method; each run gives
exactly the same result. However, it does not have the drawbacks of
most other deterministic methods; paths are constructed using nonlocal information, yielding globally optimal paths. The paths generated
by spft consist of edges connecting points of the voxel grid. This differs
from most other methods, where paths are defined by non-grid points.
There are a few methods described in literature that also construct
a graph from dw-mri data and apply graph algorithms. In [IturriaMedina et al., 2007] an iterative adaptation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used to determine most probable paths between voxels and to produce
probabilistic brain anatomical connection maps. In a recent publication
[Zalesky, 2008] a variation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to compute
optimal paths of maximum probability. The advantage of our method
is its simplicity of assigning weights, and consequently its performance.
On a similar dataset the method described in [Zalesky, 2008] is reported
to take about 15 minutes, whereas our method runs in under 5 seconds.
This makes our method suitable for interactive visualization.
The contribution of this chapter can be summarized as follows. We
present and test a new fiber tracking method, spft, that
• gives a fast (in the order of seconds) first impression of global
white matter structure
• uses global information
• can be used for clustering.
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In the following section we explain how the weighted graph is constructed and how the paths are created. Section 2.3 reports on experiments performed. In Section 2.4 we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of our approach. Finally, in Section 2.5 we conclude this
chapter and suggest possible future work.
2.2 constructing a weighted graph and shortest
paths from dti data
Consider a diffusion tensor field D over the brain, where D i , i = 1 . . . N
is the diffusion tensor of voxel i and N the number of voxels. We assume
that voxels are evenly spaced on a rectangular three-dimensional grid.
Moreover, we assume that every diffusion tensor represents the average
diffusion in the corresponding voxel, as measured by dw-mri. In the
following we use 26-connectedness, i. e., every voxel that is not at the
boundary of the scanned volume has 26 neighboring voxels.
A mask is generated by using the brain extracting tool called bet2
from the fsl package [Smith et al., 2004]. The mask is used to exclude
areas without white matter, such as the skull and air surrounding the
head. Also voxels in cerebrospinal fluid regions are excluded, characterized by a high value for the trace of the diffusion tensor. We used
9 × 10−4 as the maximum trace value.
A diffusion tensor D represents local diffusion, which means that
the local flux J of particles, due to diffusion, over an infinitesimal plane
A with unit normal r is given by the matrix-vector product
J = Dr.

(2.1)

In general J is not in the direction of r. The flux J r in the direction of r
is given by
J r = r ⋅ Dr.

(2.2)

Let r i , j ≡ r j − r i and let r̂ i , j be the corresponding unit vector, where r i
and r j are the centers of voxels i and j, respectively. Using (2.2), and
following the notation in [Koch et al., 2002], the diffusion coefficient
in voxel i in the direction r̂ i , j is denoted as
d(r i , j , i) ≡ r̂ i , j ⋅ D i r̂ i , j .

(2.3)

According to [Koch et al., 2002] the connectedness C between two
neighboring voxels i and j can be defined as
Ci, j =

d(r i , j , i) + d(r j,i , j)
.
2

(2.4)

For spft it is required that a high C i , j value is transformed into a low
edge weight Wi , j . In order to enhance the effect of high C-values with
9
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respect to low values we use a nonlinear decreasing function S to map
connectedness to weights:
Wi , j = S(C i , j ).

(2.5)

In our experiments we used a decreasing sigmoidal function of the
form
S(x) =

1
,
1 + e a(x−b)

(2.6)

where a is a positive constant that determines the steepness of the sigmoid and b is a constant that determines the x-position of the steepest
point of S.
In our experiments we used a = 15, but we found that any value in
the range 14. . . 16 provides the required steepness. The value of b differs
per data set and is determined as follows. First, all C i , j are scaled to the
range 0 . . . 1 by dividing by the maximum of the C-values. Then, in the
histogram of the C-values a value is chosen such that 98% is smaller,
and b is set to this. The reason for this is that outliers in the C-values
will otherwise influence the scaling too much and almost all weights of
the graph would be near 1.0.
Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dijkstra, 1959] solves the single-source shortest
path problem: given a weighted graph G = (V , E), where V is a set of
vertices and E a set of edges, find a shortest path from a given source
vertex s ∈ V to every vertex v ∈ V . A shortest path is defined as a
path of which the sum of the weights of its edges, i. e., the path weight,
is minimal. Dijkstra’s algorithm returns for every vertex v ∈ V , the
shortest path to s and the weight of the path. The shortest paths are
represented by a shortest path tree where each vertex has a reference to
a predecessor in the shortest path from that vertex to the source vertex.
Note that Dijkstra’s algorithm only works for graphs with non-negative
edge weights. By implementing the priority queue used in Dijkstra’s
algorithm with a Fibonacci heap, the complexity of the shortest path
algorithm becomes O(∣V ∣ log ∣V ∣ + ∣E∣), where ∣E∣ is the number of
edges and ∣V ∣ the number of vertices [Cormen et al., 2001].
2.3 results
The dt-mri data used in this chapter were acquired from a healthy volunteer on a 3t mri system (Philips Intera). Diffusion Tensor Imaging
was performed using a diffusion weighted spin-echo, echo-planar imaging technique. The dti parameters were as follows: 240 mm × 240 mm
field of view; 128 × 128 matrix size; 51 slices; 1.85 × 1.85 × 2 mm3 imaging
resolution; 5485 ms repetition time; 74 ms echo time. Diffusion was
measured along 60 non-collinear directions. For each slice and each gradient direction, two images with no diffusion weighting (b = 0 s/mm2 )
10
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and diffusion weighting (b = 800 s/mm2 ) were acquired, to measure
apa and app fat-shifts. The subject’s consent was obtained prior to scanning. A tensor field was generated from the diffusion weighted data
using the Diffusion Toolkit [Wang and Wedeen].
2.3.1

Visualization

The visualizations shown in this section were created using Python and
the Visualization Toolkit (vtk). For better depth perception the paths
and trees visualized are depicted using tubes with vtk’s TubeFilter.
In some of the images the paths are smoothed using approximating
splines.
2.3.2 Single Shortest Path
A first step in visualizing spft results is to select one voxel in a region
of interest and visualize its shortest path to the source voxel. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1, where a shortest path (red) is combined with a
fiber tract produced by traditional deterministic fiber tracking (blue).
The latter was created using a modified fact [Mori et al., 1999] method
provided by the track program of the Camino software package [Cook
et al., 2006] and was seeded at the source voxel used for spft.
It can be seen that the spft path is very similar to the tract returned
by the method for deterministic fiber tracking. The shortest path is
not as smooth as the traditional fiber tract. This is partly because of
the discretization necessary to be able to create a graph from the data.
By interpolating the vertices of the shortest path by a spline the visual
appearance can be improved. Note that in Figure 2.1 the shortest path
is not smoothed to illustrate the jagged nature of the raw spft paths.
2.3.3 Visualizing Brain Structure
The next step after visualizing just one shortest path is visualizing the
whole shortest path tree. This would of course create a very cluttered
visualization, so instead we have experimented with visualizing a simplified, pruned tree and we propose two approaches for pruning. The
first, pruning based on tree size, involves counting for each vertex the
number of children in the shortest path tree. Then only those vertices
are selected whose number of children in the shortest path tree are
larger than a threshold t size . The second approach, pruning based on
tree depth, involves calculating for each vertex the maximum depth of
the tree starting from that vertex, that is, the maximum path length to a
leaf vertex in the tree. That value is then used for thresholding (t depth ).
Both values, tree size and tree depth, are easily calculated recursively.

11
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Figure 2.1: A shortest path (red) combined with a fiber tract from traditional deterministic fiber tracking (blue) seeded from the same voxel, shown
together with a transverse plane showing fractional anisotropy for
context. For the most part the tracts follow the same path.

Figures 2.2 to 2.6 show the results of applying pruning to the shortest path tree generated by spft. In these figures the pruned trees are
smoothed using an approximating spline. A voxel near the brain stem
is used as the source voxel. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the effect of the
threshold parameter for both pruning based on size as well as depth.
A large value (a), results in a very simple tree, and decreasing t size and
t depth shows more and more detail ((b) and (c)).
In Figure 2.4 the pruned shortest path tree (size-based pruning) is
shown together with image planes displaying fractional anisotropy (fa)
information, where white means high fa. What we see here is that
the edges of the pruned tree follow important white matter bundles
to a reasonable approximation. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.5
where a transverse slice (four voxels thick) of a minimally pruned tree
is combined with a plane showing fa information.
Of course the position of the source voxel influences what the resulting tree will look like. However, we found that when choosing two
source voxels far apart, one near the brain stem and one in the corpus
callosum, 72% of the edges of the shortest path trees match. Figure 2.6
shows what the pruned shortest path tree looks like when the source
voxel is chosen in the corpus callosum.
2.3.4

Voxel Clustering

Instead of constructing paths we can look at which voxels connect to
the outer voxels of the pruned tree and perform clustering based on
that information. This means that we cluster voxels together whose
shortest paths to the source voxel go through the same voxel. This
12
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(a) t size = 1000

(b) t size = 400

(c) t size = 100

Figure 2.2: Decreasing the threshold parameter for pruning based on tree size
results in a visualization showing more detail.

(a) t depth = 25

(b) t depth = 15

(c) t depth = 10

Figure 2.3: Decreasing the threshold parameter for pruning based on tree depth
results in a visualization showing more detail.

Figure 2.4: A pruned shortest path tree combined with a coronal plane showing
fractional anisotropy. The tree shows the shape of part of the corpus
callosum.

may give information on how certain regions are connected. Figure 2.7
shows a sagittal slice of colored clusters (a) and the same slice with fa
information (b). For most regions in this image, the colored clusters
match the white matter structure indicated by high fa values.

13
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Figure 2.5: A 4-voxel thick transverse slice of a minimally pruned tree combined
with a plane showing fa information.

Figure 2.6: Choosing a source voxel on the corpus callosum results in a pruned
shortest path tree that is similar to the pruned tree found by using
a source voxel near the brain stem (see for example Figure 2.2).

2.3.5

Path Weight Visualization

Besides a shortest path tree, Dijkstra’s algorithm returns for each voxel
the weight of the shortest path to the source voxel, which is basically
a scalar field we can visualize. Figure 2.8 shows a sagittal slice of this
14
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(a) Clusters

(b) FA

Figure 2.7: A sagittal slice showing colored clusters and a slice showing fa
information. The clusters appear to align with the white matter
structure shown in the fa map.

weighted distance, colored using a red to yellow color scale. In addition
we can calculate from the shortest path tree for each voxel the length
of the path to the source voxel. Figure 2.9 shows this distance for the
same sagittal slice. The neuroanatomical meaning and origin of the
“parieto-occipital” red-yellow boundary in this figure is something that
needs further analysis.

Figure 2.8: A sagittal slice showing for each voxel the weight of the shortest
path to the source voxel.
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Figure 2.9: A sagittal slice showing for each voxel the length of the shortest
path to the source voxel.

2.3.6 Performance
The graph construction and shortest path calculations are implemented
in C, whereas the visualizations are created using a combination of
Python and vtk.
Performance tests on a single core of an amd Dual Opteron 280 (2.40
Ghz) were applied to a 128 ×128 ×51 tensor field. The graph building
process, which only needs to be done once, takes on average 1.2 seconds,
and the shortest path calculation takes on average 0.37 seconds. Pruning
the shortest path tree is implemented in Python and needs about 1 to 2
seconds.
2.4 discussion
In our opinion spft should be considered as a fast fiber tracking method,
both for previewing and interactive visualization. Computing time for
the shortest path tree is under one second, so it is feasible to interactively
change parameters to observe the effect. Even though the assignment
of edge weights is simple, computing the shortest path tree already
provides a good visual impression of brain structure.
The work in this chapter is of the proof-of-principle type, i.e., further
verification and validation is required. Notably a comparison with other
methods has to be performed and the method should be tested on both
healthy and pathological cases. Also, because of the noisy nature of dti
data, sensitivity to noise is something to be investigated. Preliminary
testing showed that the shortest path tree only significantly changes
after adding Gaussian noise with σ > 0.1.
An important issue is the interpretation of the edge weights. Although our initial edge assignment is based on diffusion densities,
subsequent rescaling makes that it is not obvious what the ensuing
minimization precisely means in neurophysiological terms. A more
principled edge weight assignment can be based on probabilistic methods, like Bayesian estimation or Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling.
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However, computation times of these all-paths tracking methods are
much higher, ranging from 15 minutes [Zalesky, 2008], 30–40 minutes [Friman et al., 2006] to 18–24 hours [Behrens et al., 2003]. An
interesting open problem is to include the probabilistic edge assignment of Zalesky [Zalesky, 2008] in our method without increasing
computation time too much.
Dijkstra’s algorithm gives for every voxel pair a shortest path, even
for voxel pairs that are not actually connected by a nerve fiber. Probably,
such a path will have one or more relatively high weights. We tried to
determine which paths represent real nerve fiber bundles and which
ones are fictitious by comparing the highest single-step weight of the
path with the average weight of the path. So far, this did not solve the
problem.
2.5 conclusion and future work
In this chapter we have presented a new fast method for analyzing and
visualizing dw-mri data based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.
With this method one can quickly obtain an approximate overview
of important white matter bundles or view paths between regions of
interest. There is however, room for improvement. First of all, the computation of the edge weights needs some more theoretical underpinning
to give meaning to what is actually minimized (see section 2.4). This
can then be combined with a more extensive validation of the results
produced by spft. Also, the tensor model has some known drawbacks
with regard to crossing fibers and we will try to combine other dw-mri
modalities such as Q-ball imaging [Tuch, 2004] with spft. Finally, our
current visualizations are very simple and there might be interesting
innovative ways to explore the shortest path tree returned by spft or
variants thereof.
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DEPTH-DEPENDENT HALOS FOR DENSE LINE
VISUALIZATION
abstract: We present a technique for the illustrative rendering of 3d line data at
interactive frame rates. We create depth-dependent halos around lines to emphasize tight
line bundles while less structured lines are de-emphasized. Moreover, the depth-dependent
halos combined with depth cueing via line width attenuation increase depth perception,
extending techniques from sparse line rendering to the illustrative visualization of dense
line data. We demonstrate how the technique can be used, in particular, for illustrating dti fiber tracts but also show examples from gas and fluid flow simulations and
mathematics as well as describe how the technique extends to point data. We report
on an informal evaluation of the illustrative dti fiber tract visualizations with domain
experts in neurosurgery and tractography who commented positively about the results
and suggested a number of directions for future work.

3.1 introduction
llustrative depictions have been playing an essential role in the
communication of knowledge for centuries. Traditionally, illustrators
used graphic tools such as pen-and-ink to draw—with the goal to depict, e. g., the shapes of objects. The choice of tool was typically dictated
by the means of reproduction, usually the printing in books. Therefore,
illustrators often chose techniques that result in black-and-white imagery, for example pen-and-ink, woodcuts, or copper plates. Despite
being limited to two “colors,” these techniques still allowed illustrators
to convey shape, material, and illumination through techniques such
as stippling, hatching, or cross-hatching. More importantly, illustrators
also made use of the fundamental illustration principles of abstraction
and emphasis to effectively communicate their intentions.
With the advance of computer support, illustrators started to use
general purpose graphics programs (e. g., Adobe’s Illustrator™ or Photoshop™) for creating illustrations. One reason for this tool change is that
general purpose programs, in many aspects, provide more freedom
than traditional tools. In a separate development, the visualization community has created numerous successful techniques to solve specialized
visualization problems, e. g., in the medical domain. In both cases, the
availability of color processing and reproduction has invited the use of
shading techniques, i. e., representing surfaces through shades of color,
in contrast to the traditional black-and-white methods.
While illustrators in their use of general purpose tools can still apply
the illustration principles of abstraction and emphasis, this is more difficult for automatic techniques as it is challenging to “teach” importance

I
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to an algorithm. In the areas of non-photorealistic rendering (npr) and
illustrative visualization, however, abstraction and emphasis techniques
have been investigated. Examples include the use of halos for simple
line rendering [Appel et al., 1979; Elber, 1995] or shading [Luft et al.,
2006; Tarini et al., 2006] and volume rendering [Bruckner and Gröller,
2007], the use of additional depth cueing by influencing line or shading
parameters (e. g., [Elber, 1995]), interactive emphasis techniques (e. g.,
[Neumann et al., 2007; Strothotte et al., 1994; Winkenbach and Salesin,
1994]), or focus+context techniques (e. g., [Hauser et al., 2001; Viola
et al., 2004]).
In this chapter we build on these previous approaches but focus
on a specific subset of data—line datasets (see the example result in
Figure 3.1). This type of data is generated in a number of application
domains such as medical imaging (e. g., dti fiber tract extraction),
meteorology (e. g., particle traces in storm data or simulations), physics
(e. g., particle tracts from 3d gas or fluid flow simulations), or astronomy
(e. g., particle traces from mass distribution simulations for galaxy
formation). In all these application areas, line data with a comparably
high density of elements is generated and needs to be analyzed. This
data lends itself more to the traditional black-and-white depiction
techniques rather than shading-based methods because lines occupy
much less space than shaded elements such as cylindrical shapes. In
addition, detail in the visualizations is often important so that reducing
the number of depicted lines may not be a suitable approach.
To address this problem of depicting dense line datasets in their full
detail this chapter makes the following contributions: We show how
to illustratively visualize dense line datasets at interactive frame-rates
using modern graphics hardware. We introduce a conceptually simple
technique that allows us to only render the front layer of the data, i. e.,
the lines or points that lie close to each other and closest to the viewer.
These front elements are rendered such that they do not overlap each
other but at the same time they occlude elements much further away
from the viewer. This depth-dependent halo technique emphasizes bundles of co-linear line segments (which are likely to be important, see
Figure 3.1) and abstracts from less structured segments. Moreover, we
de-emphasize elements that are farther away to enhance depth perception, and filter the dataset for further emphasis of important structures.
We further show how the discrete and black-and-white nature of the
depicted elements lends itself to anaglyphic stereo rendering.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we
place our work in the context of related approaches. Next, we present the
technical details of the approach in Section 3.3. Then, in Section 3.4, we
show examples of visualizations created with our technique for several
application domains. In Section 3.5 we give details on an informal
evaluation of our technique with domain experts in neurosurgery and
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tractography and, finally, conclude this chapter in Section 3.6, where
we also mention some avenues for future work.
3.2 related work
To place our work on illustrative line rendering into context, we discuss
techniques for both line visualization and illustrative rendering.
3.2.1

Line Data Visualization Techniques

Numerous techniques exist to depict paths of particles or other linear
structures, in particular for flow visualization. For example, people
have employed (shaded) lines, tubes, or strips (ribbons) whose color
and shape can be changed depending on data properties such as velocity, flux, or direction [Post et al., 2002] (e. g., Figure 3.2a). Particularly
related to our work are scalable, self-orienting surface techniques [Ma
et al., 2002; Melek et al., 2006; Schussman and Ma, 2002; Stoll et al.,
2005] which create shaded, view-aligned strips to visualize 3d vector
fields. In contrast, our goal is to create high-resolution black-and-white
visualizations for dense datasets using illustration principles. As an
alternative to explicitly representing streamlines, texture-based methods [Laramee et al., 2004] such as line integral convolution [Cabral
and Leedom, 1993] provide both a global and local impression of flow
data. This technique was extended to 3d [Helgeland and Andreassen,
2004; Interrante and Grosch, 1998] where, related to our work, halos
are used to increase depth perception. For a similar purpose, halos are
used in streamline-based volume visualization [Wenger et al., 2004].
Both streamlines and texture-based techniques are employed in many
other domains which rely on the visualization of line data resulting
from real or simulated linear structures or particle traces. Examples
include physics (e. g., electric or magnetic field lines), chemistry (e. g.,
protein structures), and meteorology (e. g., storm data).
In particular in the medical domain, line data such as tracts of muscle or brain fibers is important. Here, fiber tracts are estimated from
diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dw-mri) [Mori and
van Zijl, 2002]. The fiber tracts represent, for example, bundles of neural axons connecting different parts of the brain. Such fiber tracts are
typically rendered as lines or tubes with coloring or shading applied to
them to enhance understanding of spatial relationships [Petrovic et al.,
2007; Zhukov and Barr, 2004; Zöckler et al., 1996].
Rendering all possible fiber tracts or particle traces in a dataset is
often not feasible with visualization techniques due to performance and
occlusion issues. Thus, a selection is typically made, showing only fiber
tracts that pass through a certain region of interest. Various methods
are available for making this selection (e. g., [Blaas et al., 2005]).
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative visualization of a subset of dti fiber tracts with depthdependent halos.

3.2.2 Illustrative Visualization and Rendering Techniques
In a number of line-based scientific visualization techniques, people
use illustration principles. For instance, Joshi et al. [2009] employ techniques that enhance the boundary or silhouette to accentuate internal
features in visualizations of hurricanes. Similar contour enhancing
techniques have also been investigated for flow data [Svakhine et al.,
2005] or medical volume data [Burns et al., 2005; Ebert and Rheingans, 2000]. Related to illustrative visualization is non-photorealistic
rendering (npr), where lines have been used as a means to illustrate
surfaces (e. g., [Hertzmann and Zorin, 2000; Zander et al., 2004]) but
are usually placed onto surfaces during rendering rather than being
the original carrier of the depicted data or shape. Such techniques have
been applied, for example, to medical volume visualization [Dong et al.,
2003; Nagy et al., 2002; Treavett and Chen, 2000] as well as rendering
of fiber and vessel structures [Klein et al., 2006; Ritter et al., 2006]. In
the latter examples, line rendering techniques are used to enhance and
supplement traditional techniques that are based on larger cylindric
structures.
Techniques that enhance depth perception are important specifically
in line rendering and have been introduced to npr in its early days.
Such techniques include the use of visibility information [Appel, 1967;
Kaplan, 2007] as well as the use of halos [Appel et al., 1979; Elber, 1995],
the illustration method we also use in our own work. Halos, however,
can not only be used in line rendering but have been applied in more
traditional visualization techniques based, e. g., on line integral convolution [Interrante and Grosch, 1998] or volume rendering [Bruckner
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and Gröller, 2007] to enhance depth perception. Related to these approaches as well as to our own are techniques that use depth buffer
manipulations to enhance the depth perception in the created images.
Noteworthy in this respect are, in particular, depth buffer unsharp masking [Luft et al., 2006], depth cueing in molecular visualization [Tarini
et al., 2006], and pen-and-ink tree rendering using depth discontinuities [Deussen and Strothotte, 2000]. In contrast to these techniques,
our approach extends similar illustrative rendering principles to the
domain of dense line or point data which are rendered without shading
and which, thus, rely even more on cues to indicate depth relations.
3.3 illustrative 3d line rendering
Based on the previously discussed techniques to visualize line data, we
combine these with principles of halo-based non-photorealistic rendering of lines. We focus on datasets where dense sets of lines are important,
for example, dti fiber tracts or particle traces in physical simulations.
In this section we first give a general motivation and overview of the
technique and then discuss its realization in detail. Next, we show how
the technique is extended to point clouds, present a number of visual
enhancements, and address data filtering.
3.3.1 General Motivation and Technique Overview
The rendering of line data requires, in particular, that the depth relation
of the lines is clearly depicted. As discussed in the previous section,
shaded cylindrical representations were traditionally employed for this
purpose. This approach has a number of limitations. Due to the use of
shading, each line needs to have a certain minimum width in order for
viewers to be able to discriminate each individual line’s orientation and
location in space (Figure 3.2a). This limits the number of lines that can
simultaneously be depicted and also hinders the visualization of natural
line bundles if each line is to be visible individually. An alternative
approach would be to use simple black lines on a white background
(Figure 3.2b). On the one hand, a higher number of data elements can
potentially be depicted because lines can easily be packed more tightly.
Moreover, it also becomes more feasible to use such illustrations in
print, because these do not require shading and thus do not rely on
halftoning. On the other hand, this introduces a lot of visual clutter into
the image and results in large regions of black being shown. Thus, it is
no longer possible to distinguish foreground from background lines,
which also means that the depth relation is lost.
To address these issues and to be able to use the advantages from both
techniques, we employ line halos as previously used in line rendering
[Appel et al., 1979; Elber, 1995]. Since we are dealing with dense datasets
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(a) Traditional tubes with shading.

(b) Plain line rendering.

(c) All lines with halos.

(d) Lines with illustrative halos.

Figure 3.2: Comparison of rendering techniques for line datasets.

of lines, simply assigning a halo to each line is not sufficient (Figure 3.2c).
Instead, we present a technique that assigns halos to all lines, but these
halos are only rendered if the lines are sufficiently separated in depth
(Figure 3.2d). This causes the halos of lines that lie in front of others to
occlude lines further away. If lines have the same distance to the viewer,
however, they do not occlude one another. This depth-dependent halo
reduces visual clutter, emphasizes line bundles by visually clustering
them, and depicts depth relations as in previous halo techniques [Appel
et al., 1979; Bruckner and Gröller, 2007; Elber, 1995], resulting in an
effective illustration of the data.
The general approach is to use view-aligned triangle strips. Each
strip represents one of the lines and always faces the viewer (similar to
billboards). Strips are textured so that the center is black, representing
the line, and the perimeter is white to create the halo. In addition, each
strip is bent away from the viewer as shown in Figure 3.3a. This way
the part of the strip that is not black prohibits parts of other lines to be
drawn that are close in image space but further away from the viewer in
depth. This approach is related to the є-z-buffering used in point-based
rendering [Botsch and Kobbelt, 2003; Gross and Pfister, 2007] that
uses fragment-dependent depth corrections to determine the visibility
of splats in a two-pass process. Our approach, however, makes use of
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fragment depth manipulations in a single rendering pass to directly
render lines that are close together without overlapping halos.
In practice, our approach for rendering 3d lines is a two-stage process.
In the first stage we transform the lines into view-oriented triangle
strips, while in the second stage we manipulate the shape of the strip
and texture it. These two stages are mapped to the two stages in modern
gpu processing: vertex shading and fragment shading.
3.3.2 View-Oriented Triangle Strips
Our goal is to display the line data as view-aligned strips that represent
both the line itself as well as the halo around it. Therefore, before sending
data to the gpu, we organize our input lines in the cpu as sequences of
3d vertices. To be able to later render the lines as triangle strips on the
gpu, we create zero-width line strips on the cpu by duplicating each
vertex but retaining the vertex locations. On the gpu, this strip needs to
be widened by extending it perpendicular both to the viewing direction
and the line direction so that it is always oriented to face the viewer.
We derive the direction of the line locally at each of the vertices by
taking the normalized average direction of both line segments adjacent
to the vertex (or one segment for start and end of each line). This step
occurs before the vertices are duplicated, and the direction is copied
to the new vertex when the duplication is carried out. As a final preprocessing step, each of the vertices is assigned texture coordinates (u,
v). For this purpose, the u-coordinate is interpolated along the length
of the line, while the v-coordinate is set to 1 for the “left” side of the
strip and to 0 for its “right” side. As a result, each vertex now has a
position, texture coordinates, and a direction. This information in the
form of zero-width triangle strips is transferred to the gpu as vertex
buffer objects.
During the gpu rendering stage (once for each rendering pass), the
strip is widened and view-aligned. For this purpose we extend the zerowidth strip into a direction that is perpendicular to both the direction
of the line D and the view direction V. Thus, we compute the crossproduct between V and D, normalize the resulting vector, and move
a vertex along this direction if v = 1 and in opposite direction if v = 0.
Hence, the new vertex position p out is calculated as:
p out = p in + V × D(v − 0.5)w strip ,

(3.1)

where p in is the input vertex position and w strip is the strip width. The
result is that the strip always faces the viewer, and the centerline of the
strip is located along the original line.
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wstrip

viewing direction

wline

(a)

halo

d max

(b)

Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of the rendering of the creation of depthdependent halos for large depth discontinuities: (a) projected view
of the depth displacement, (b) view of a line (black) being crossed
by a perpendicular line (red) creating a halo. The fat parts are the
actually rendered line pixels, the thin lines illustrate the z-buffer
manipulation.

3.3.3

Fragment Texturing and Depth Displacement

The next step in the process is to assign either black or white to the
individual pixels of the line strip so that both line and halo are created,
but without the halo obstructing nearby lines. This occurs in the fragment shader after the previously created line strip has been rasterized.
We first determine the distance (s) to the center of the strip for each
fragment, again using the texture coordinates:
s = w strip ∣v − 0.5∣.

(3.2)

If this distance s is smaller than half the line width (w line ), the fragment’s output color is set to black and its depth value is left untouched.
Otherwise, the fragment’s output color is set to white and its depth is
adjusted depending on the distance from the strip’s center (Figure 3.3a):
d new = d old + d max f displacement (2∣v − 0.5∣).

(3.3)

Here, d new is the fragment’s new depth, d old is the old depth, d max is
the maximum displacement, and f displacement is a function that maps a
scalar value x ∈ [0, 1] to [0, 1], representing the specific shape of depth
displacement. A simple linear function has proven to be suitable, and
we use f displacement (x) = x for all our examples (except Figure 3.17).
The effect of this depth displacement of fragments is illustrated in
Figure 3.3b which shows one line (black) being rendered on top of
another one (red). Because depth testing is enabled in the rendering,
parts of the red crossing line are obscured by white fragments of the
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of how the line halos change depending on the distance
of the lines with respect to each other.

triangle strip belonging to the black foreground line. The visual effect
is a halo around the black foreground line.
If the red line in Figure 3.3b were to move further back, the width
of the halo would increase until the difference in depth between both
lines is larger than d max , after which the halo width remains constant.
Moving the background line toward the foreground line, in contrast,
would decrease the halo width until the halo completely disappears.
This happens if the background line is closer to the foreground line than
f displacement (0.5w line ). This effect is illustrated in Figure 3.4 in which a
series of vertical lines of decreasing distance to the viewer are rendered
with respect to a horizontal line. Notice how the changing halo widths
enhance the depth perception in this case.
3.3.4 Visual Enhancements
So far the technique correctly represents haloed lines that do not occlude each other if they lie close together. For an individual line that
lies clearly in front of a bundle of other lines this has the effect of showing the rectangular strip—visible, in particular, at the line ends (Figure 3.5a)—which can be distracting. We improve the visual appearance
of the lines by tapering (gradually narrowing line ends, Figure 3.5b).
We place a stencil texture over the strip to be checked in the fragment
shader which only lets fragments pass that are inside the mask. To make
the amount of tapering independent from the line length, the u texture
coordinate is, in fact, interpolated non-linearly along each triangle strip.
For the first n tapered vertices the u-coordinate is linearly interpolated
between zero and t tapered , assuming they are approximately equidistant.
Similarly, the last n tapered vertices are mapped to u-values between
1 − t tapered and one. We use n tapered = 2 and t tapered = 0.2.
One important aspect of visualization of 3d data is to correctly display spatial relationships. While the depth-dependent halo rendering
already supports depth perception (Figure 3.6a), we further enhance
this effect by employing depth cueing via adjusting the line width [Elber, 1995]. The perspective projection that we use already introduces
some foreshortening of the line strips with growing distance from the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Comparing rendering (a) without and (b) with tapering.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Rendering (a) without and (b) with additional depth cueing.

viewer. We further emphasize this effect by manipulating the portion
of the strip that is rendered as line, reducing it the further away a line
section lies from the viewer (Figure 3.6b). This is realized in the fragment shader by modifying w line with respect to the current fragment’s
z-value. The degree of depth cueing can be adjusted w.r.t. the desired
effect.
Finally, the visual quality of a line rendering depends to a large
degree on the way the resulting image is represented. While using vector
graphics could be advisable for the line renderings we are producing
[Isenberg et al., 2005], we can also achieve similar results by rendering
high-resolution 1-bit black-and-white images as used throughout this
chapter. For on-screen rendering we either use a gradual transition
from black to white in the fragment shader or employ full-scene antialiasing (fsaa). For example, Coverage Sampling Anti-Aliasing (csaa)
can be enabled to produce higher-quality images with less sampling
artifacts.
3.3.5 Extension to Point Cloud Data
In addition to rendering line data, the technique can also be extended
to visualize point clouds. This approach relates to point-based graphics
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[Gross and Pfister, 2007] such as point splatting (e. g., [Botsch and
Kobbelt, 2003]) or surfels [Pfister et al., 2000], the latter having previously been used in npr [Schmidt et al., 2007]. To add explicit halos
around points we render view-aligned geometry, i. e., quads, similar as
before with lines. Thus, we quadruple each vertex during pre-processing
but do not need to extract a direction. Instead, each zero-sized quad
is oriented to the viewer in the vertex shader by extending it in the
positive and negative x- and y-direction in screen-space. The actual
size of the quad is determined in model-space, however, to guarantee a
consistent behavior when zooming in and out.
For this purpose we back-project an up-vector (positive y-direction)
and side-vector (positive x-direction) in screen-space to model-space,
which are then used as basis-vectors for enlarging the quads. Again,
with the texture coordinates of the zero-sized quad we determine the
precise transformation for each vertex. In the fragment shader, the
depth-displacement occurs similar to the case of lines, resulting in a
cone shape being rendered to the z-buffer. The distance from the center
is computed using the Euclidean distance, the same is also used for
masking the halo to a circular shape. The overall processing is slightly
more computationally and memory intensive than with lines, due to
the quadrupling of points and the use of the Euclidean distance.
3.3.6 Filtering
As another means of illustrative abstraction (and in addition to selecting a subset of lines through a region of interest (roi)) we implemented
filtering of the data to remove selected parts, e. g., low velocity streamlines or fiber tracts in areas with low fractional anisotropy (fa). For
this purpose we assign an extra scalar attribute to each vertex of the
data based on which the filtering will occur. This filtering attribute is
passed onto the gpu and replicated for each fragment in the rasterization stage. The fragment shader then compares each fragment’s filtering
attribute with a pre-determined threshold and discards fragments that
do not pass this test. The threshold can now be changed at run-time
and permits an interactive selection of the amount of filtering that is to
occur.
Unfortunately, this process re-introduces the problem of the rectangular shape of line ends discussed in Section 3.3.4. To address it, we
change the process of halo masking when filtering is enabled. Instead
of using the actual interpolated u texture coordinate we derive a new
u-value from the interpolated filtering attribute and the currently active
threshold such that the ends of the filtered lines are tapered. Limitations
are that this assumes the filter attribute changes gradually and that it
does not result in the same visual quality as before.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: Three example stages of filtering, using the fractional anisotropy
(fa) value of a dti fiber tract dataset. With the growing filtering
threshold for fa, more of the internal structure of the dataset is
revealed.

The scalar attribute used for filtering needs to be meaningful with
respect to the specific dataset. For example, for dti fiber tract data
we use fractional anisotropy, which is a measure for the amount of
directionality in the data (Figure 3.7). Since this value is defined based
on a volume representation, it is interpolated for each vertex in the
pre-processing stage based on the vertex’ location in the volume.
3.3.7

Anaglyphic 3d Rendering

The three-dimensionality of the data is one important aspect that needs
to be visualized, even beyond the support of halos. In regular rendering for visualization this is achieved through regular shading, potentially combined with special techniques such as depth buffer unsharp
masking [Luft et al., 2006] or ambient occlusion [Tarini et al., 2006].
Alternatively, stereo rendering and projection can be used, i. e., computing separate images for each of the viewer’s eyes. The black-and-white
character of our visualization technique does not permit using shadingbased techniques, but lends itself to stereo rendering without requiring
complicated projection setups: anaglyphic rendering. For this purpose
we render the scene from two different viewpoints, color these red and
cyan, and overlay them on top of each other for use with red-cyan
glasses (Figure 3.8).
The illustrative line rendering technique lends itself, in particular, to
this stereo vision technique because it is monochrome and the discrete
elements (lines and points) allow the human visual system to make
an easy association between related elements. The halos around lines
and line bundles enhance this effect because it makes the separation
of individual elements that belong to each other easier. In addition to
anaglyphic rendering, we also applied the technique to passive stereo
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Anaglyphic stereo visualizations for two example datasets: (a) simulated air flow in an office and (b) dti fiber tracts. For use with
red-cyan or red-green glasses (red on the left eye).

rendering using polarized light, resulting in a comparable experience
but without the small color artifacts caused by the red-cyan glasses.
3.4 discussion
After having described the illustrative line rendering technique and
its implementation in detail, we now discuss some application aspects.
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(a) Emphasis of dense bundles.

(b) Abstraction for non-aligned lines.

Figure 3.9: Illustration principles at work. Detail regions from Figure 3.1.

In particular, we address how depth-attenuated halos incorporate the
illustration principles of abstraction and emphasis, how specific visual
results can be achieved, and how the technique can be applied to a
number of application scenarios and input data types.
3.4.1

Illustration Principles in Depth-Attenuated Halos

Our illustrative rendering technique for lines has the effect that no or
only small halos are created between lines that form concentrated bundles (Figure 3.9a). This effect emphasizes line bundles visually, through
larger dark regions or tightly packed co-linear lines and through separation from the background. This emphasis may make the individual
lines less distinguishable, but supports and highlights the importance
and the coherency of such dense line bundles. Lines that do not form
concentrated bundles (which are less aligned), in contrast, are visually
de-emphasized and abstracted (Figure 3.9b): For crossing lines that are
not at the same distance from the viewer many halos are generated,
splitting these lines up into smaller segments. These emphasis and abstraction effects are enhanced further through the usage of additional
depth cueing via line width attenuation, emphasizing front parts and
de-emphasizing distant parts of the scene. These methods allow us to
refrain from using any lighting while still illustrating spatial relations.
The illustrative line rendering technique using depth-attenuated halos has the additional effect that lines behind tight bundles are visually
separated due to the halo that is rendered around the bundle. Thus,
the technique renders the line data as implicit layers that are visually
separated from each other through their halos. Occlusion situations
are clearly visible through the halos surrounding the front line bundles, leading to a visual depth clustering similar to the halos in [Tarini
et al., 2006]. Moreover, this effect also means that for bundles or other
co-linear lines only the front-most layer of lines are displayed in the
resulting images—visible, in particular, in videos, during interactive
manipulation, or when viewing anaglyphic stereo images (Figure 3.8).
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Therefore, despite the fact that no surfaces exist explicitly in the data,
the rendering has the interesting effect that surfaces that implicitly exist
in the data by means of densely packed bundles are visually noticeable.
3.4.2 Case Studies of Application Scenarios
To illustrate the applicability of our technique we now discuss a number
of case studies, using line datasets from a variety of domains.
3.4.2.1 dti Fiber Tracts
Nerve fiber tracts extracted from diffusion tensor imaging (dti) give an
indication of how actual bundles of axons connect different parts of the
brain. Depending on the resolution of the underlying mri scan, a large
number of fibers can be extracted. In our example in Figure 3.10, 150 352
tracts with 1 625 472 vertices in total were extracted using the program
Diffusion Toolkit, the small average vertex number per tract resulting
from many short tracts. Because of such large dataset sizes, fibers are
difficult to visualize with traditional techniques due to performance,
rendering technique (shaded cylinders need a certain amount of space),
and overview/occlusion issues. Hence, usually subsets of the fiber tracts
are selected and visualized. Our illustrative line rendering technique
can easily render whole datasets at interactive rates but also suffers
from overview/occlusion issues (Figure 3.10a). Thus, we also select
subsets (e. g., Figure 3.1 and 3.8b, where the roi is a sagittal slice) and/or
use filtering to cope with this type of data (e. g., Figure 3.7 and 3.10b).
Nevertheless, our technique is able to display all fibers in a subset so
that no automated data reduction technique is necessary that would
cluster several lines into single ones. With our technique it is possible
to visually distinguish single fibers from smaller or larger fiber bundles
rather than requiring algorithmic support for this task.
3.4.2.2 Simulated Flows of Fluids or Gases
Another domain where line data is generated is the simulation of fluids
or gases. For example, we used vtk’s “office” example dataset and extracted 786 streamlines from it using vtk (Figure 3.8a and 3.11). The
visualization in Figure 3.11 shows where the simulated air flow is focused and where it branches off, highlighting concentrated bundles of
air movement. Figure 3.12 shows two views of a similar simulation of
water flow using 1 400 streamlines and 2 603 605 vertices in total. Here,
the twisted flow of the water in a number of vortices is illustrated, while
focused flow is still emphasized. The combination of these illustrative
effects gives the illustrations a vividly three-dimensional appearance.
Figure 3.13 shows two additional illustrative renderings of the same data
(without and with filtering) but using a much higher number of stream33
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(a) Full dataset.

(b) Filtered dataset.

Figure 3.10: Fiber tracts from diffusion tensor imaging (dti). Notice the visual
bundling and depth clustering in (b).

Figure 3.11: Simulated air flow in an office, same dataset as in Figure 3.8a.

lines (7 910 911 vertices and 4 475 streamlines), thus demonstrating how
filtering on velocity can reveal inner structures.
3.4.2.3

Point Data: Elevation and 3D Scanning

The extension to point cloud data lets us explore rendering datasets
such as elevation scans from radar measurements or 3d object scans.
Figure 3.14 shows an example of the former. The figure shows how points
that are close together do not generate halos (planar areas), while for
regions where points are further apart along the view direction more
halos and, consequently, brighter shades are generated (e. g., note the
trees in the foreground). Rows of trees are emphasized with a completely
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Figure 3.12: Two views of a selection of simulated water flow streamlines.

Figure 3.13: Illustrative line rendering of a denser set of streamlines of the data
used in Figure 3.12, without and with filtering on velocity magnitude
to reveal inner structures, showing the detail our technique can
reveal.

Figure 3.14: Visualization of point-based elevation data (≈ 4.4⋅ 106 points; data
obtained from http://www.OpenTopography.org/).

empty halo around them. Figure 3.15 shows how the technique can be
applied to rendering “normal” 3d shapes that are represented by points
on their surface. Notice here as well the effect of visually separating
contiguous regions of points at depth discontinuities.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: Point datasets representing the surface of 3d shapes.

Figure 3.16: Visualizations of simple mathematical shapes from knot theory.

3.4.2.4

Mathematical Shapes

As a last example, Figure 3.16 shows a selection of much simpler and
less dense datasets from knot theory. This illustrates that our method
can also handle simple shapes with similar results as in previous work
[Elber, 1995].
3.4.3 Parametrization
A good set of parameters for a dataset depends to a certain degree on
the specific dataset. For the illustrations shown in this chapter we chose
w line and w strip such that w strip is between 4 and 8 times as large as
w line , for point data the factor was between 8 and 27. The size of w line
also depends on the specific data and needs to be smaller for datasets
with more elements. The maximum displacement, d max , is set to 0.01
for all illustrations in this paper. Setting d max to zero has the effect of
giving all lines a halo, potentially blocking other lines, see Figure 3.2c.
In general, once a good setup for these parameters is found for a given
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(a) f displacement (x) = x 2

(b) f displacement (x) =

√

x

Figure 3.17: The effect of using nonlinear displacement functions.

dataset, they do not need to be changed for interactive exploration and
filtering or when visualizing lines resulting from a different roi.
Unless otherwise indicated, we always use the same linear displacement function f displacement (x) = x. Changing this function can easily
be accomplished by adapting the function in the shader or by using a
non-linear gray-ramp texture. The resulting visual effect differs to some
degree from previously shown images as shown in Figure 3.17 and can
be used to achieve the impression of more or less densely packed bundles. For example, using f displacement (x) = x 2 results in less emphasis
for the bundles but more
√individual lines being visible (Figure 3.17a),
while f displacement (x) = x has the opposite effect (Figure 3.17b).
3.4.4 Performance and Limitations of the Technique
In Table 1 we give average frame rates for a selection of datasets. The
measurements were taken on a 3GHz Intel Core2 Extreme with 4gb
ram, running Windows Vista, and using an nvidia GeForce 8800 gtx
graphics card. The rendering performance for both lines and points is
determined mainly by the number of lines, the number of vertices, the
size of the dataset on the screen, and the size of the strips or quads. For
the measurements, we maximized each visualization on the 812 × 600
pixel rendering window and then measured the average speed for animating a rotation, with vertical sync disabled and without anti-aliasing
or filtering. The offline pre-processing to extract streamlines from 3d
vector data took in the order of several seconds to several minutes and
was done with vtk.
Besides the obvious limit in the number of lines and vertices that
the technique can handle as just indicated by the performance data,
there are two aspects that are of further importance. One is that, while
the technique works well when the data elements (lines or points)
inherently form a surface or closely bundled structures, it performs
not as well for datasets with less structured but still dense elements.
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Table 1: Performance measurements, sorted by dataset size.

Fig.
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Anagl.

n/a
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point

no

190

3.1
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260 836

line
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123

3.8b

11 306

260 836

line
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3.11

786

278 849

line

no

290

3.8a

786

278 849

line

yes

163

n/a
150 352

437 645
1 625 472

point
line

no
no

65
24

3.12

1 400

2 603 605

line

no
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3.14

n/a

4 440 900

point

no

12

3.13

4 475

7 910 911

line

no

11

3.15a

3.15b
3.10a

Frame rate (fps)

For example, if a volume were to be filled with a dense set of random
lines, the technique would not create meaningful visualizations. The
second limitation is that the technique performs best for visualizing
the outer layer of closely bundled elements. While filtering does allow
to look at subsets of the data, it still does not allow to look beyond
the surface of the visible structures. Transparency based on a given
parameter cannot easily be added because this would require sorting
based on individual line segments which would greatly diminish the
technique’s performance and, thus, its suitability to large and dense line
datasets.
3.5

informal evaluation

To evaluate our illustrations we conducted a small informal study of
dti-based fiber tract visualizations with four medical domain experts,
three of them neurosurgeons and one a researcher in tractography. We
showed them still images and the interactive tool, both in the regular
and the anaglyphic versions. We were interested in their initial response
but also asked questions about the quality of the illustrations, the ability
to show detail and depth relations, and the usefulness for specific applications. We also asked about shortcomings, possible improvements,
and potential application scenarios for our technique.
The result from this evaluation was that all experts were impressed by
the visualizations, commenting that they were “beautiful,” “impressively
good,” that they “almost look like an anatomical specimen,” and that
they visualize “what the fibers would look like if a brain was dissected
by an anatomist.” All said that, compared to the tract visualizations
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they are used to (i. e., lines or tubes colored based on direction), our
illustrative visualizations “show better depth relation and structure” and
that they emphasize bundles well. One commented on the visible detail
saying “one can really see how structures are fanning out.” Looking at
anaglyphic images, all liked that the fibers “really come out and show
structure” and that the images are “extremely clear.” All confirmed
our design decisions and said that our technique would be particularly
useful for illustration purposes, for example for using the created images
in educational contexts such as brain atlases.
All domain experts used the term “very suggestive” in their descriptions, meaning that the illustrative character of the technique is very
powerful and shows the bundling and path as well as depth relations
very well. However, they also noted that our technique suggests the
path of the visualized fibers would actually be like the real neural fibers
in the brain, something that the underlying dti data may not be able to
provide. Thus, to avoid the illustrations showing something that does
not actually exist they suggested using a fiber tracking method that
does a better job at detecting fiber crossings (e. g., Q-Ball). Additional
suggestions were to provide context by combining the technique with
other data visualization methods such as volume rendering or by adding
relevant structures such as tumors to the visualization. Moreover, while
they all liked the interactive application, they all requested even more
interactivity such as being able to select subsets of smaller fiber bundles
that, e. g., connect two regions of the brain. We plan to integrate these
suggestions in a future version of the tool.
3.6 conclusion
We have presented a technique for illustrative visualization of dense
line datasets. We create depth-attenuated halos around lines that do not
overlap each other if the lines are close in depth, but do occlude lines
located further away in depth. This has the effect of emphasizing tightly
bundled line structures and abstracting from less organized regions
in the data. An additional important illustrative effect is the resulting
visual depth clustering of visually connected regions. The visually connected regions portray surfaces implicitly existing in the dataset due
to its inherent structure. These illustrative rendering techniques are
augmented by traditional interaction and line rendering techniques
such as filtering and depth cueing. While supporting the rendering at
interactive to real-time frame rates depending on the size of the dataset,
the technique is also capable of producing high-quality black-and-white
renderings so that the results can easily be used in printed materials.
In addition, it easily extends to point cloud datasets.
An informal evaluation with domain experts revealed that our visualizations are successful in illustrating brain fiber structures, in particular
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Creating view-oriented
triangle strips with
geometry shaders has
been implemented for
Chapter 4.

showing detail, emphasizing fiber bundles, and depicting spatial relationships. While these results are encouraging, we need to continue
our evaluation and explore both a richer collection of data sources (i. e.,
other than dti) and evaluate the technique in the other domains for
which we have created visualizations. Moreover, combining the visualization technique with other methods can provide both context and
additional detail that is necessary in some domains.
Additional future work includes, for example, adapting the process of
turning lines into view-oriented triangle strips which consists of a data
duplication part that unnecessarily uses too much memory. This can be
avoided by using modern graphics cards extensions such as geometry
shaders or the instanced arrays extension. In the case of point data, the
point sprite extension could be used. The visual appearance could also
be improved by exploring alpha-blending, for instance guided by the
filtering process. By employing line style rendering techniques such as
used in [Zander et al., 2004] it may even be possible to maintain the
black-and-white character necessary for high-quality print output.
3.7
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INTERACTIVE ABSTRACTION OF DTI FIBER TRACTS
abstract: We present a visualization technique for brain fiber tracts from dti data
that provides insight into the structure of white matter through visual abstraction. We
achieve this abstraction by analyzing the local similarity of tract segment directions at
different scales using a stepwise increase of the search range. Next, locally similar tract
segments are moved toward each other in an iterative process, resulting in a local bundling
of tracts at a given scale. This not only leads to the abstraction of the global structure
of the white matter as represented by the tracts, but also creates volumetric voids. This
increase of empty space decreases the mutual occlusion of tracts and, consequently, results
in a better understanding of the brain’s three-dimensional structure. Our implementation
supports an interactive and continuous transition between the original and the abstracted
representations via various scale levels of similarity. We also support the selection of
groups of tracts, which are highlighted and rendered with the abstracted visualization as
context.

4.1 introduction
he task of uncovering the functionality of the human brain in all
its detail has engaged researchers for centuries, resulting in neuroscience as an important domain in itself. Fundamental to gaining
such an understanding is to comprehend the brain’s complex anatomy
which comprises ganglia, blood vessels, grey matter, as well as white
matter. This white matter which contains connections between nerve
cells in the grey matter and which consists of approximately 105 km of
myelinated axons is the focus of our work. Often, neuroscientists do
not only want to understand its anatomy in general but rather based
on patient-specific data. While modern imaging techniques provide
non-invasive ways to obtain data about the white matter’s anatomy, it
remains difficult to understand the structure because of its complexity.
In this chapter we propose a new technique for showing this structure of the brain’s white matter using fiber tracts extracted for the whole
brain. The goal of our technique is to show all fiber tracts simultaneously
and at the same time visually abstract them so that global patterns become clear for a given level of scale. Our approach is based on diffusion
tensor imaging (dti), a non-invasive medical imaging technology. dti
records information about the approximate anatomy of white matter in
that it reflects the self-diffusion properties of water in fibrous material
such as white matter. The resulting tensor field is used in a variety of
analysis methods, of which fiber tracking [Mori and van Zijl, 2002] is a
popular approach. The general idea of fiber tracking is, starting from a
seed point, to generate a curve following the main diffusion direction

T
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in the tensor field. Even though the resolution of dti is not nearly high
enough for tracing individual axons, fiber tracking can provide useful
information on the structure of axon bundles and connectivity of brain
regions.
Placing seeds to initialize fiber tracking is typically done in a particular region-of-interest or throughout the entire brain. We use the
latter method which produces a huge collection of dense fiber tracts
(typically 104 –105 ) that pass through the brain in complex ways (Figure 4.1a). When visualized in a naïve way, most of the global structure
of the tracts including tube, sheet, or fan formations is occluded due to
the high density of the tracts. If we look at the tracts in detail, however,
we can observe that many neighboring tracts follow almost the same
path for their entire length, others follow the same path only for subsections and then diverge to run parallel with other tracts. We use this
observation that many tracts are locally virtually parallel as the basis of
our approach and consider such sections to be similar to each other.
Specifically, we start by subdividing all tracts into small sub-segments
of equal size. For every pair of vertices of nearby tracts we then determine the local tract similarity based on the direction of incident
segments. This processing is done for vertices in a local neighborhood
whose size is determined by the scale in which we are interested. For
every vertex pair with a similarity above a certain threshold we record
this information by adding an edge to a similarity graph that connects
these vertices and, thus, the fiber tracts. Based on this graph we iteratively bundle tracts by relocating tract vertices to be closer to similar
ones. The result of this process is a bundling of fiber tract structures
which leads to a visually abstracted representation (Figure 4.1b).
While the reduction of visual information is useful in itself, it is
also accompanied by the creation of volumetric voids; space previously
occupied by many parallel tracts becomes mostly empty through the
abstraction process (Figure 4.1b). These added voids throughout the
brain decrease occlusion of the fiber tract patterns by the fibers themselves so that it becomes possible to see deeper into the brain and better
interpret its structure. To further enhance the understanding we allow
users to interactively and continuously move between the original and
the bundled state of the fiber tracts which makes it easier to relate the
two states. Furthermore, we allow users to select subsets of fibers to
explore local patterns in the bundled state (Figure 4.1c).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we relate
our work to existing approaches in Section 4.2. Then, we explain how
we create our bundled fiber tract configurations in Section 4.3 and
discuss their visualizations in Section 4.4. Next, we present our results
in Section 4.5 and we discuss the merits and limitations of our technique
in Section 4.6. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.7 and
mention some possibilities for future work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: dti fiber tract abstraction based on similarity and proximity: (a)
not processed; (b) bundled; (c) subset highlighted.

4.2 related work
There exists a wide variety of techniques for generating abstractions
and visualizations that provide an understanding of the brain’s white
matter structure. The vast majority of these approaches rely on dti data
because it captures the local directionality of the myelinated axons in
the brain.
One way to understanding the brain’s white matter structure is to
start from the fractional anisotropy (fa) derived from dti. This scalar
field is a measure for the directionality in the tensor field. The tractbased spatial statistics approach by Smith et al. [2006] produces a 3d
volumetric skeleton from a mean fa volume as an abstract representation of white matter. A related representation—anisotropy crease
surfaces—was proposed by Kindlmann et al. [2007], also based on the
fa values directly. In a complementary approach, Schultz et al. [2007]
analyze the topology of the tensor field based on probabilistic fiber
tracking, thus illustrating the structurally important information.
In contrast to these techniques and similar to our own method, many
approaches that visualize white matter first employ deterministic tractography [Mori and van Zijl, 2002] and then visualize the extracted
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fiber tracts [Everts et al., 2009; Petrovic et al., 2007; Schultz et al., 2008],
possibly processing them further. Visualizing all tracts resulting from
full-brain tractography typically not only leads to occlusion and clutter,
but also obscures the structually important aspects of the data. The
visual clutter in full-brain tractography can be reduced by using techniques for more careful seeding [Merhof et al., 2005; Vilanova et al.,
2004; Zhang et al., 2003]. An alternative option is to simply visualize a
subset of all generated tracts, based on seeding at regions-of-interest
and interactive tract selection [Akers et al., 2004; Blaas et al., 2005].
With our technique we can both include all generated fiber tracts in
the visualization such that the overall structure is revealed and at the
same time make use of tract selection for emphasis.
An important way to obtain an abstract representation of white matter structure is to use clustering [Brun et al., 2004; Klein et al., 2006;
Moberts et al., 2005; O’Donnell and Westin, 2007; Tsai et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2008], potentially incorporating interaction with the clustered data to support exploration [Chen et al., 2009; Jianu et al., 2009].
To represent the structure captured in the abstraction visually, for example, Chen et al. [2008], Enders et al. [2005], and Merhof et al. [2009]
wrap surfaces around the fiber tract clusters. The use of clustering is
related to our own approach because in both cases the similarity of
tracts is important. However, while clustering determines the similarity
based on the whole length of the tract, we establish similarity at a local
level.
This aspect of local similarity is related to the visualization of fiber
tract coherence by Hlawitschka et al. [2010] who calculate a coherence
measure based on the deviation of fiber tracts in small neighborhoods.
The resulting scalar field is not only visualized directly, but also used as
a transparency mask to enhance fiber tract visualization. Our goal is
different in that we aim to show the overall structure while keeping the
connectivity intact. This structure can also be captured in terms of an
abstract network [Hagmann et al., 2008] which nicely illustrates the
connectivity of regions but loses the relation to the actual anatomy to
some degree.
Finally, our approach of bundling fiber tracts is related to techniques
used in 2d graph drawing, including force-directed layouts [Di Battista
et al., 1999] and, in particular, the graph edge bundling by Holten et
al. for hierarchical [Holten, 2006] and general graphs [Holten and van
Wijk, 2009]. The latter is especially relevant due to its use of an iterative
force-directed approach. An important difference with our approach
is that for the edges in the 2d graph the path is a feature denoting the
connection of two nodes, whereas for our fiber tracts the path location
is relevant and important as an anatomical feature.
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4.3 analysis and bundling of fiber tracts
Our goal is to visualize dti fiber tracts in their entirety such that the
depictions assist viewers in understanding the structure of white matter,
at different levels of scale. Our technique is based on fiber bundling that
takes the local conditions into account but also considers the location
of the original paths to provide anatomic relevance. We achieve these
goals through a two-stage process. First, an analysis stage inspects the
fiber tracts to collect information on the local similarity of tracts with
respect to proximity and direction. Next, an iterative process uses this
similarity information to move fiber tract sections towards similarly
oriented neighboring tracts, resulting in a bundled state. In interactive
exploration, users can move between the unbundled and the bundled
state via a number of scale levels.
4.3.1 Analysis of Local Direction Similarity
We consider two tracts to be locally similar if the directions of the considered sub-tracts are approximately parallel and they are not located
far from each other. We capture this similarity information in a graph
whose edges connect fiber tracts where they are locally similar. Hence,
the nodes of the similarity graph are vertices of the fiber tracts, while
the graph’s edges represent similarity relations between these vertices
and, thus, between tracts. The goal of the analysis stage is to create the
similarity graph which will later be used to inform the bundling stage.
To be able to faithfully describe the local similarity for a set of fiber
tracts with the similarity graph we rely on the polygonal fiber tracts
being evenly tessellated. This means we expect vertices to be equidistant
and, because the fiber tracts resulting from tractography not necessarily
have these properties, we first resample each tract such that each pair
of neighboring vertices has the same distance d sample .
Based on the set of resampled tracts we now capture their local
similarity. While such similarity can be established for a more general
case of points on two planes [Jones et al., 2000], we use a more direct
heuristic because we only deal with vertices on linear structures. We
process each possible pair of fiber tracts A and B to find, for each vertex
on A, its nearest neighbor vertex on B, and vice versa. This step yields
a list L of vertex pairs of the form (v, nn(v)), where v is a vertex on
tract A or B and nn(v) is v’s nearest neighbor on the other tract. At
this stage, the number of pairs in L is equal to the sum of the number of
vertices in A and B. However, L may also contain superfluous entries,
i. e., a pair (p, q) can be removed if (q, p) also exists in L.
Next, we filter the entries of L based on three conditions, a distance
condition, an angle condition, and a combinatorial condition, before
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We experimented with
variations of this
heuristic, but what we
describe here proves to
strike a good balance
between simplicity and
effectiveness.
Such a brute force
approach leaves room
for improvement in
terms of efficiency, see
the discussion in
Section 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how vertices of tracts are connected by edges. Only
lines with pure dashes connect vertices that form an edge in the
similarity graph, the other pairs of vertices are discarded because of
Condition 1 (dots) and Condition 3 (dash-dot).

creating edges in the similarity graph. We create an edge if and only if
a vertex pair (p, q) in L meets all the following conditions:
1. the distance between p and q is smaller than a given length d max ;
2. at least one of the segments incident to p is approximately parallel to one of the segments incident to q, where “approximately
parallel” means that the angle between the segments is smaller
than a predefined angle θ par ; and
3. the nearest neighbor relation of p and q is approximately mutual, that is, it holds that ∣index(nn(q)) − index(p)∣ ≤ 1 and
∣index(nn(p)) − index(q)∣ ≤ 1, where the function index(v)
returns the index of v on the tract to which it belongs.
This last condition requires some additional motivation. Figure 4.2
shows a common configuration of tracts. Assume that tract A and B are
approximately 3 mm apart, d sample = 1 mm and d max = 6 mm. If only
Conditions 1 and 2 are used then the pairs (A 1 , B 1 ), (A 1 , B 2 ), (A 1 , B 3 )
would not define an edge because their distances are all greater than
d max , but the pairs (A 1 , B 4 ), (A 1 , B 5 ), (A 1 , B 6 ), (A 1 , B 7 ) would each
lead to an edge in the similarity graph. The latter is undesirable because
this would mean that during the actual bundling process vertices A 1
and B 4 would move toward each other, A 1 towards B 5 , A 1 towards B 4 ,
etc. However, we only want A 1 and B 6 to move towards each other and
A 1 and B 7 to move towards each other. Condition 3, therefore, prevents
(A 1 , B 4 ) and (A 1 , B 5 ) from being turned into edges and to cause unwanted edge bundling later on. The value of one in the condition is
somewhat arbitrary. It has to be greater than zero but not too large, and
a value of one proved to work well in our experiments.
Each newly added edge is also given a real-valued attribute that
captures the distance between the vertices in the pair. This value is later
used in the iterative bundling process.
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4.3.2 Iterative Bundling of Fiber Tracts
In the second stage, the information in the similarity graph is used
to iteratively move vertices towards each other. In general, this has
the effect that tracts, or parts of tracts, move towards nearby tracts of
similar direction. The process is realized iteratively because a vertex in
the similarity graph is, in general, connected to multiple other vertices.
During each iteration, we accumulate the influence of all incident graph
edges for each vertex in a displacement vector.
Specifically, one iteration consists of the following steps. First, the
displacement vector of each vertex is initialized to zero. Similar to
force-directed layouts [Di Battista et al., 1999, Ch. 10] we then calculate
the displacement for each graph edge (p, q) that will move p and q
towards each other such that they will meet halfway, i. e., at (rp + rq )/2,
with rp and rq being the current position vectors of vertices p and q,
respectively.
If p and q would not be connected to any other vertices they would
end up at the same position, i. e., both halfway between p and q. However, that will not be the case in general because p and q are also connected to other vertices.
Because such a simple force-directed approach can potentially lead
to run-away situations, we divide the displacement vector by the number of edges connected to the processed vertex to compute the average,
similar to what is done in the barycenter force-directed method [Di Battista et al., 1999, Ch. 10.2]. In addition, we remove noise along a fiber
tract (which occurs in cases such as the ones illustrated in Figure 4.3) by
applying a small Gaussian kernel to the displacements along each tract.
This smoothing also addresses the issue of otherwise large transitions
where merging tracts come into the influence range of other tracts
(Figure 4.4, top), and the issue of the occasional double-linking (Figure 4.4, bottom). In a final adjustment, we ensure that vertices can only
be moved perpendicularly to the tract’s local direction. We obtain this
direction from the average orientation of the two tract edges incident to
the processed vertex and project the accumulated and filtered displacement vectors onto the orthogonal plane. After all displacement vectors
have been computed they are applied to their respective vertices and
the next iteration is started. Several iterations are necessary to achieve
a bundled state; we typically use in the order of 40 iterations.
The bundling as described here deforms the tracts themselves: the
fiber tracts are not simply subjected to rigid transformations but instead
are locally modified. This is an inherent property of the method and
the confined deformations make it possible to force tracts to locally
follow the same paths. This creates voids between bundles which is one
of the main goals of the method. However, the amount of deformation
is kept to a minimum by moving vertices mainly perpendicularly to
the tract direction and by applying Gaussian smoothing.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of noise (dents, bulges, steps) in neighboring tracts. We
remove this by applying a Gaussian filter to the displacements.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of diverging tracts (top) and double-linking in the similarity graph (bottom).

4.3.3 Scale-Dependent Abstraction as a Step-Wise Process
At this stage, the fiber tract analysis and bundling incorporates a notion
of scale due to the use of d max to limit the neighborhood of what is
being considered similar. Of course, selecting different values for d max
will result in different notions of scale, bundling only close structures
for small values of d max , or merging larger structures for larger values of
d max . To better support the exploration of scale in our process we select
a fairly large value for d max (we typically use the equivalent of 5 mm, and
have explored values of up to 8 mm) and compute the similarity graph
based on this value. During bundling, however, we only process edges
from the graph whose length is smaller than a given d max,i ∈ [0, d max ].
By performing the bundling for increasing values of d max,i we can create
bundled fiber tract representations for growing scales. Because we use
the same fiber tract tessellations for each of these computations we can
relate the position of a fiber tract vertex in the un-bundled location
to the position of the same vertex at a bundled location at any of the
computed scales.
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4.4 visualization and interaction
The result of the bundling process is that for each tract not only its
original vertex positions have been stored but also the positions of its
vertices at the different bundling scales. Based on this data we provide a
visualization that enables the user to interactively and seamlessly move
from one bundling scale to the next to explore white matter structure.
In addition, we provide means to employ filtering, a 2d lens tool, and
tract selection.
4.4.1 Rendering and Visualization at Multiple Scales
In the user interface of our visualization users can interactively control
the scale of bundling. Even though we only compute a discrete number of scales (typically in 1 mm increments, so when d max = 5 mm we
compute 5 discrete bundled representations), we provide a continuous
transition by linearly interpolating the tract vertex positions between
consecutive scales. This continuous transition prevents sudden jumps
of tracts while users are interacting with the scale slider and helps them
to follow the tracts across scales.
For rendering we store the tract positions for the different scales on
the graphics card and perform linear interpolation between consecutive
scales in a vertex shader. This allows us to render the tract representation
and to move between scales at interactive speeds. Furthermore, our
specific rendering is based on depth-dependent halo visualization for
dense line data [Everts et al., 2009] with one small adaptation. Instead
of duplicating vertices to create a view-oriented triangle strip from
the lines, we use a geometry shader for this purpose. The main reason
for this change is that the creation of the view-oriented triangle strips
depends on the local direction of the line at each vertex, which was precomputed in the original implementation. However, pre-computation
is unfeasible in the current case because the interpolation between
scales results in the local direction of the lines depending on the chosen
scale. This problem is solved by calculating the direction and creating
the triangle-strip on the fly in a geometry shader. This approach has the
additional advantage that it requires much less data to be transferred
to the graphics card.
The complete process employs a vertex shader that interpolates vertex
positions depending on the chosen scale, then transfers the positions
to the geometry shader, which turns the line strip into a view-oriented
triangle strip. The fragments that result from rasterization are processed
in a fragment shader that assigns white for halos, black for lines, and
performs the depth manipulation as explained in [Everts et al., 2009].
In addition to the original black-and-white rendering, the lines can
also be colored based on the direction as is common in many dti tract
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: Filtering on vertex degree in the similarity graph reduces occlusion
more. Here we show tracts (a) unfiltered, (b) with a filter threshold
of 160, and (c) a filter threshold of 560.

visualization techniques (e. g., Figure 4.1). The additional colors assist
viewers in distinguishing directions in dense regions after bundling: in
strongly bundled regions the difference in depth is minimal so that no
halo is generated which would otherwise support depth perception.
4.4.2

Filtering for additional abstraction

Bundling tracts based on local similarity results in volumetric voids
which reduce occlusion artifacts (e. g., Figure 4.1b). We explored decreasing the occlusion even more by interactively filtering out smaller,
thinner structures that do not have as many neighboring tracts with similar direction (Figure 4.5). The filtering attribute we use is the number
of similarity graph edges that are connected to a vertex of a fiber tract,
i. e., the degree of the vertex in the graph. By passing the degree as an
attribute to each vertex, the filtering can be done in the fragment shader.
This has the added effect that even though the attribute passed with its
vertex is a natural number, the interpolation done in the rasterization
stage enables filtering over a continuous range.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Lens interaction with the bundled fiber tracts. The lens can have
two modes, one (a) where the lens reveals the original state and one
(b) that does the reverse, revealing the bundled state.

4.4.3 Focus+Context with a 2d Lens
While the scale control described in the previous subsection affects the
whole scene, we also allow users to explore the effects of scale locally
with a two-dimensional virtual lens [Bier et al., 1993]. If this lens is
placed over the scene in screen-space (Figure 4.6) it affects the scale
value that is used to derive the positions of the vertices beneath it,
while other vertices remain at their normal position as determined
by the global scale setting. For this purpose we first check for each
rendered vertex’ screen position whether it is inside the lens and, based
on their location inside the lens, compute an attenuation factor (which
is one in a center region and zero at the perimeter). Next, we reposition
affected vertices to the location determined by the lens scale setting
and the vertex attenuation factor. This attenuation factor ensures a
gradual change from global to local scale. We implemented the lens in
the same vertex shader that is also responsible for the scale-dependent
interpolation of vertices to ensure fast processing. As a result, users
can move the lens over the scene in screen-space to locally explore the
effect of the bundling.
4.4.4 Tract Selection
As an additional means of exploring white matter structure and its
connectivity we support a simple interactive selection of groups of fiber
tracts. Selected tracts are highlighted with respect to the bundled state
by rendering the selection with regular colors while the remaining tracts
are rendered with less vivid colors (Figure 4.1c and 4.7). Specifically,
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Figure 4.7: The selected subset of tracts is shown in its unbundled state, while
the remainder is shown bundled. In addition, a large amount of
filtering was applied to the context only, showing only vertices with
a degree in the similarity graph of more than 210. Notice the sheetshape of the corpus callosum while the cingulum is in its original
state (compare it with its bundled shape, e. g., in Figure 4.1c).

we let the tract direction affect the color in a range between 20% and
40% of each color channel. This has the effect that the fiber tracts in the
context are considerably darker than the ones in focus. The context’s
subdued color scheme enforces the emphasis of the selection which
still uses vivid colors. Alternatively, we also permit users to only show
selected tracts or to render selected tracts at their original locations as
shown in Figure 4.7.
The interactive selection of fiber tract sub-sets makes it easier for
viewers to follow the path and position of the selected tracts and relate
these to their bundled state. We use a sphere as the interaction object
that can be placed in 3d space; tracts that pass through it in the unbundled state are selected [Akers et al., 2004; Blaas et al., 2005]. For
the positioning of the sphere we use an approach similar to that found
in many 3d modeling programs (such as Blender). Users can click on
the sphere and, while the mouse button is down, three lines are drawn
through the center of the sphere (Figure 4.8), each representing one
coordinate axis. Upon moving the mouse, the sphere is moved along
the line closest to the current mouse position. With repeated clicks the
sphere can be positioned anywhere in the dataset. For an improved
depth perception of the sphere placement we extend the three coordi-
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Figure 4.8: Fiber bundle selection using a sphere and the visualization of the
coordinate axes. The blue sphere (inside the selected tracts) represents the current selection while the red one is being moved and
will specify a new region of interest.

nate axis lines to where they intersect the bounding box of the whole
dataset (see Figure 4.8).
4.5

results

Having described how we create a bundled representation of fiber tracts
and how to visualize them, we now discuss a number of examples of
the technique to illustrate how the method can be employed.
These results and the remaining images shown in this paper are based
on dt-mri data that was acquired on a 3t mri system (Philips Intera)
from a healthy volunteer whose consent was obtained prior to scanning.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging was performed using a diffusion weighted
spin-echo, echo-planar imaging technique. The dti parameters were as
follows: 240 mm × 240 mm field of view; 128 × 128 matrix size; 51 slices;
1.85 × 1.85 × 2 mm3 imaging resolution; 5,485 ms repetition time; 74 ms
echo time. Diffusion was measured along 60 non-collinear directions.
For each slice and each gradient direction, two images were acquired,
one with no diffusion weighting (b = 0 s/mm2 ) and one with diffusion
weighting (b = 800 s/mm2 ) to measure apa and app fat-shifts. The fiber
tracts were generated by the Diffusion Toolkit program, using the fact
algorithm [Mori and van Zijl, 2002].
Figure 4.1a shows the fibers of one half of the brain in its unbundled
state, with the color values indicating the local direction of the tracts.
While it is possible to identify certain structures such as the corpus
callosum, much of the structure of the fiber tracts below and above
this region is hidden by other tracts. Figure 4.1b shows the same view,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: The sheetness of the underlying tract data in both (a) the original
and (b) the bundled state is emphasized by using a cutting plane.
To further highlight this characteristic, parts of the fiber tracts close
to the cutting planes are rendered in black.

bundled to a scale of 5 mm. In this visualization, the sheet-like structure of the corpus callosum becomes evident and more detail is visible
for the upper regions. Similarly, the cingulum is now visualized as a
pronounced structure and tracts emerging from it to the outer regions
of the brain are visible. Also, the structure in the central region of the
brain is shown much more clearly, the merging and splitting of fiber
bundles is well depicted. Finally, a selection on the corpus callosum
was made in Figure 4.1c which shows the fiber tracts in bundled form
emerging from this location. Here we show the whole length of the
tracts in focus, while the context of unselected tracts is partly removed
using a cutting plane.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: A selection of fiber tracts in the corpus callosum (a) before and
(b) after bundling. In (c) the result from (b) was turned. Notice
that the bundling is done with respect to all tracts, not only the
selection.

Figure 4.9 further emphasizes the aspect that most of the brain’s
fiber tracts are organized in sheets rather than bundles. Here we render
the parts of the fiber tracts that are close to an active cutting plane
in black to be able to clearly see where the tracts intersect the planes.
While the unbundled state in Figure 4.9a still shows large regions with
intersections, the visualization of the bundled state in Figure 4.9b clearly
illustrates the brain’s sheet-like structure. In addition, the added space
that results from the iterative bundling allows us to look further into
the brain in Figure 4.9b, and thus to see smaller structures such as the
ones that emerge from the cingulum.
Figure 4.10 shows a selection of tracts in the corpus callosum both (a)
before and (b) after bundling. It is important to note that the selection
of tracts only affects the rendering of tracts, not the bundling which is
still done for all generated fiber tracts. Therefore, the selection provides
a nice example for the sheet-like structure in the neighborhood of the
selected tracts, apparent in particular in the turned view in Figure 4.10c.
As stated above, the volumetric voids created by our bundling approach assist in reducing occlusion. The application of filtering based
on the degree of the vertices in the similarity graph decreases the occlusion even more, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The three images in
Figure 4.5a–c show the fiber tracts in a bundled state for no filtering
and two different filter thresholds, respectively. Notice how only the
major structures of the white matter remain in Figure 4.5c.
The 2d lens interaction of Section 4.4.3 is shown in Figure 4.6. We
support two modes for the lens. One mode shown in Figure 4.6a shows
the tracts under the lens in the original positions while the rest of the
tracts is in its bundled state. The other mode shown in Figure 4.6b is
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the reverse of the first, now the context is in its unbundled state and
the lens allows the user to see the bundled state of the tracts inside the
lens.
Based on these results, we presented our fiber tract bundling approach to a neuroscientist and we now report on his thoughts. His
initial reaction was enthusiastic, he could clearly distinguish, for example, the cingulum bundle which he found clearly separated from the
corpus callosum. However, he found the lateral parts more difficult and
could not really distinguish specific bundles. He did, on the other hand,
appreciate the bundled visualization of a selection of tracts, as shown
in Figure 4.10b, stating it nicely conveyed the sheet-like nature of the
white matter structure. Furthermore, he was interested in seeing our
visualization together with fa slices and he would like to compare it to
the fa skeleton by Smith et al. [2006].
4.6 discussion
In this section we further discuss some aspects of the technique. In
particular, we report on performance, review the specific parameters
that we used, and mention a few limitations.
4.6.1

Performance and Parameters

Both the graph generation and the edge bundling were written in C,
while the visualization program was written in Python, making extensive use of shaders, vertex arrays, and vertex buffer objects. The latter
part, therefore, is interactive, but the graph generation and bundling
stages are done in a pre-processing step.
The first part of this preprocessing, the graph generation process,
is relatively easy to parallelize because each pair of tracts can be compared independently. We choose a simple thread-based approach for
parallelization and achieve a near-linear speedup with an increasing
number of cpu cores. Nevertheless, due to the amount of data and the
computational complexity of our approach, both the graph generation
and iterative bundling take a considerable amount of time.
The generation of the similarity graph requires that each tract will
be compared to each other tract, so the number of tract comparisons is
quadratic with respect to the number of tracts. For each pair, finding
the nearest neighbor for each vertex requires a quadratic amount of
operations with respect to the number of vertices in both tracts. On
average, this amounts to a complexity of O(N 2 M 2 ), where N is the
number of tracts and M the average number of vertices per tract. We
ran the process on a machine on which up to 4 Intel® Xeon® x7350
processors could be used, each with 4 cores, running at 2.93 GHz and
using 128 GiB of memory. On this setup and using 4 threads, the graph
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Figure 4.11: Number of edges in the similarity graph as a function of the edge
length.

generation process took 76 minutes to complete for 77 389 tracts with a
total of 1 944 570 vertices (d sample was set to 1 mm).
An iteration of the iterative bundling process is linear in the number of edges in the similarity graph, but the number of edges in the
graph is typically large. In the given example, a similarity graph with
ca. 345 ⋅ 106 edges was generated, using a direction similarity threshold θ par of 11.48 ○ and a maximum search range d max of 5 mm. With
this graph we created 5 scale steps, each with d max increased by 1 mm.
This computation took 4 hours and 45 minutes on a single core of the
aforementioned machine.
Figure 4.11 shows a graph of the number of edges in the graph as a
function of the edge length. It can be seen that for a length of ≈ 8 mm the
graph levels off, which justifies our choice to use in the preprocessing
phase a value of d max =8 mm. In the same figure it can be observed
that over a range of approximately 1–6 mm the graph is more or less
linear. This behavior is probably caused by conditions 2 and 3 from
Section 4.3.1, and by the sheet-like nature of the brain’s structure.
4.6.2 Limitations
One important limitation of our technique is the computational complexity of the graph generation and iterative bundling, in terms of
running time and memory usage. As reported in Section 4.6.1, the
running time of both steps has to be measured in hours. An option for
improving this situation, for example, is to employ a space-partitioning
data structures for finding which tract segments are similar.
Even though we aim to keep the amount of deformation of the tracts
minimal, our bundling approach does change the positions of the vertices of the tracts, making them not entirely anatomically correct. Also,
topological properties may change as a result of bundling. Let us, for
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of how the topology may change during bundling.

Note that, for the
tractography method
used here (fact),
intersections of fiber
tracts are not possible.
However, intersections
are possible with other
fiber tracking methods.

example, consider two ribbon shaped fiber groups A and B (see Figure 4.12) which intersect each other perpendicularly. Now assume that
the leftmost tract b of B intersects some tract a in A in point p, i. e.,
a and b have the point p in common. During bundling, the tracts do
not affect each other because of the perpendicular arrangement but
the width of each of the ribbons decreases while their overall spatial
positions remain more or less the same. So it is reasonable to assume
that the bundled ribbons A′ and B′ do not intersect anymore, that is,
the tracts a ′ and b′ do not have a point in common. This shows that
bundling may change the property ‘a and b have a point in common.’
In the same way, properties like ‘between’ and ‘in front of ’ may change
under bundling. When answering topological questions of this kind
it is advisable to make a number of transitions between bundled and
original state and determine what the situation is in the original state.
4.7

conclusion

We have presented a visualization method for dti fiber tracts that helps
users in understanding white matter structure through visual abstraction. It differs from previous approaches in that we are able to process
and visualize all fiber tracts extracted for a brain, deriving an abstracted
representation through neighborhood similarity analysis based on local
tract orientation and iterative bundling. The resulting representation
of the fiber tracts allows people to get a better insight into the structure
of the white matter of the brain. Increased voids between the bundled
tracts not only reduce the occlusion issues normally arising from visualizing all fibers in the brain but also reveal the sheet-like structure of the
brain’s white matter. While the pre-processing requires a considerable
amount of processing time, it is possible to explore the resulting data interactively. Because we compute the bundling for a number of stages for
increasing neighborhood sizes, users can seamlessly transition between
the different scales of abstraction. In addition, we support filtering, tract
selection, and a virtual lens as interactive tools to explore the effects of
the bundling.
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Future work includes, of course, improving the running time of
the pre-processing steps, as mentioned in Section 4.6.2. This would
also make it easier to further explore the effect of parameter settings
on the bundling. Furthermore, our method needs more validation
with the help of neuroscientists. Finally, we are planning to combine
our bundling approach with fiber tract clustering which could yield
interesting results.
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INTERACTIVE ILLUSTRATIVE LINE ST YLES FOR FLOW
VISUALIZATION
abstract: We present a flexible illustrative line style model for the visualization of
streamline data. Our model partitions view-oriented line strips into parallel bands whose
basic visual properties can be controlled independently. We thus extend previous line stylization techniques specifically for visualization purposes by allowing the parametrization
of these bands based on the local line data attributes. Moreover, our approach supports
emphasis and abstraction by introducing line style transfer functions that map local line
attribute values to complete line styles. With a flexible gpu implementation of this line
style model we enable the interactive exploration of visual representations of streamlines.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model by applying it to 3d flow field datasets.

5.1 introduction
he flow of fluids and gases plays an important role in a wide variety
of real-world phenomena. Examples include the aerodynamics of
cars, the heat distribution in offices, and the airflow around falling
ink droplets. Consequently, flow has been extensively studied, typically
through three-dimensional simulations. These simulations yield large
amounts of data containing information at multiple scales; for some
applications the general structure of the flow is most relevant, for others
the small local deviations are the subject of study. Visual representations
of flow data help in understanding its behavior and over the years a
large number of methods have been developed for this purpose. Initially,
most flow visualization methods employed photorealistic rendering
techniques, but later on also methods that borrow principles from
scientific illustration were developed.
Inspired by such illustrative visualization techniques [Rautek et al.,
2008], we present a flexible method for illustratively depicting streamlines generated from 3d vector fields. We achieve this flexibility by
introducing a line style model whose parameters can be interactively
manipulated, thus facilitating the interactive exploration of the parameter space of visual streamline representations. This allows the user
to select and generate the representations that are most suitable for
the data and communication goals at hand. In addition, we introduce
line style transfer functions that map scalar values derived from the 3d
simulation to line styles. These line style transfer functions also allow
us to actively control the introduced amount of abstraction, which is
an important principle of illustrative visualization [Rautek et al., 2008].
In order to achieve flexible parametrization of line styles we generalize a previous illustrative approach for line visualization [Everts et al.,

T
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2009], by subdividing the view-oriented line strips that represent the
streamlines. These strips are split into bands that are arranged orthogonally to a line’s direction, and whose shape, color, relative distance
to the viewer, and width can be independently controlled. In addition,
we allow these line parameters to individually depend on local data attributes such as temperature or velocity. The same local data attributes
can also be used as input for the line transfer function, controlling
which line style is being used for which part of a line. Together, the
individual line parameter control and the line style transfer functions
facilitate a flexible line-based illustrative visualization.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are a flexible line style
model for use in scientific streamline visualizations, line style transfer
functions to control the application of a specific style depending on an
external parameter, and a fast yet flexible implementation of this model
on the gpu. We demonstrate the power of our approach for a number
of 3d flow datasets that exhibit complex flow patterns.
5.2

related work

In this section we discuss related work in the fields of flow visualization
and illustrative visualization.
5.2.1 Flow Visualization
Being one of the most fundamental subjects for visualization, a broad
range of methods have been developed for the visualization of flow
datasets. McLoughlin et al. [2010] survey both flow visualization in general and integration-based, geometric flow visualization in particular.
A key component of integration-based flow visualization methods is
the use of geometric objects to depict the properties and structure of
the flow. These objects are generated by integrating over the underlying
velocity field—starting from a set of seed points.
Lines are the most widely used primitives for this purpose, and in the
context of steady flow such trajectories are called streamlines, whereas
for unsteady flow streak and pathlines are used. The challenge for the visualization of three-dimensional streamlines is overcoming perceptual
problems. Simply rendering large numbers of lines can quickly lead to
clutter and occlusion, not to mention the fact that the general thinness
of a line makes it hard to convey depth and spatial relationships.
Solutions to deal with these perceptual challenges include careful
placement of streamlines through seeding strategies (see [McLoughlin
et al., 2010] for an overview), illuminated streamlines [Zöckler et al.,
1996], and shaded tubes or ribbons [Ueng et al., 1996]. Particularly
relevant for this chapter are the approaches that employ textured vieworiented triangle strips to mimic shaded tubes [Schussman and Ma,
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2002; Stoll et al., 2005]. Such shaded primitives need to have a certain width for the depth perception to work and have only a limited
number of visual variables to convey additional information: typically
only width and color, although textures can also be used to convey
information about the flow [Stoll et al., 2005]. In terms of flexibility in
controlling the appearance of flow streamlines, the approach by Shen
et al. [2004] that uses 3d flow textures is relevant.
5.2.2 Illustrative Visualization and Line Stylization
Illustrative visualization methods [Rautek et al., 2008] use and apply
the principles of (scientific) illustrators to achieve the clarity and effectiveness found in traditional illustrations. Naturally, many of these
methods employ techniques from the field of non-photorealistic rendering (npr). npr methods particularly relevant to our work aim to
replicate line drawings and, for this purpose, support different line
styles.
Dooley and Cohen [Dooley and Cohen, 1990], for example, use dashing for illustrating geometric models, whereas the difference vectors
of Schlechtweg et al. [1998] permit a larger palette of styles. Other line
style parametrization methods include stroke texturing [Northrup and
Markosian, 2000; Kalnins et al., 2002, 2003], multi-resolution curves
[Finkelstein and Salesin, 1994], skeletal strokes [Hsu et al., 1993; Hsu
and Lee, 1994], and programmable line styles [Isenberg and Brennecke,
2006; Grabli et al., 2010]. These npr styles are typically applied to contour and feature lines of 3d objects, aim to replicate marks made by
traditional tools, and—if used in an illustration—may carry a meaning
(such as parts being hidden). In our work, in contrast, we use line styles
to specifically visualize data properties of streamlines in a flow.
Two concepts from the field of illustrative visualization are important
for our work. The first is halos [Appel et al., 1979; Stoll et al., 2005;
Tarini et al., 2006; Everts et al., 2009] that make objects (including
lines) easier to discern from the background, thus improving depth
perception. The second is the use of transfer functions, well known
from volume rendering [Kniss et al., 2002], to display multiple styles in
one visualization, e. g., as used for volumetric style transfer functions
[Bruckner and Gröller, 2007]. In the context of flow visualization, other
illustrative methods related to our work include stroke- and paintinginspired visualizations of 2d flow fields [Kirby et al., 1999; Li et al.,
2008], illustrative 3d volume rendering [Svakhine et al., 2005], stylized
streamlines [Li and Shen, 2007], as well as animated, dashed streamlines
[Laramee and Hauser, 2005] and dashtubes [Fuhrmann and Gröller,
1998].
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centerline
band 0
band 1
band 2

Figure 5.1: A view-oriented strip subdivided into a number of bands mirrored
around the centerline.

5.3

line styles for visualization

As we have seen, line-based flow visualizations are problematic due to
their limited number of visual variables as well as the occlusion that
is introduced if more than a few line primitives are being used. We
address these two major issues by introducing an extended line style
model for visualization purposes (this section) and the use of line style
transfer functions (Section 5.4) based on our extended line model.
5.3.1

Line Partitioning Into Line Bands

Such an extended illustrative line style model needs to increase the
number of visual variables to allow the specification and parameterization of a variety of effects that can be flexibly used in visualization.
For this purpose and inspired by halo-based line visualizations [Everts
et al., 2009], we partition the line strips that are used to render the data
lines into several bands (Figure 5.1). By that separation we provide the
granularity that is necessary to allow us to define visually distinguishable styles, each of the bands increasing the number of visual variables
that can be controlled. These bands run parallel to the centerline and
together define the visualization line style.
Specifically, we represent each line from the 3d dataset by a vieworiented line strip as done in many previous line-based rendering systems. This strip is subdivided into two mirrored sets of bands, one on
each side of the line (Figure 5.1). The three visual properties that we
control per band are color, width, and distance offset with respect to
the viewer, each of which can be controlled independently. While the
distance offset is not actually a visual property, it has an effect when
used as a depth-dependent halo [Tarini et al., 2006; Everts et al., 2009].
In that case the halo line band is folded back, away from the viewer.
The effect is that the visible width of the halo depends on the difference
in distance between two lines with respect to the viewer, improving the
depth perception. Therefore, our extended line style model can be seen
as a generalization of the depth-dependent line halo technique [Everts
et al., 2009].
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Figure 5.2: Example line shapes.

5.3.2 Local Attribute Mapping
This basic line model allows us to specify a wide range of visual effects,
notably by its capability to convey information about the data in the
visualization by mapping data attributes such as temperature, pressure,
etc. to a line’s visual properties. Specifically, we control each line style
band’s color and width based on the value of local scalar line attributes
by means of mapping functions.
For the color property, this mapping is encoded in conventional
color maps that assign input values ∈ [0, 1] to rgb colors. We provide a
selection of pre-defined color maps from which the user can choose
a color map most suitable for that particular attribute type and the
desired visual style. Similar to controlling the color of a band a user
may adjust the width of a band to convey more information in the
visualization. For example, mapping local velocity to band width yields
wide bands where the velocity is high and thin bands where the velocity
is low. To control this mapping, both a minimum and a maximum value
can be set for the band width.
5.3.3 Flexible Band Shapes
The control of the line width property of a band can also be used to
create bands with repeating line shape patterns such as dashes, droplets,
etc. (e. g., Figure 5.2). Moreover, the local density (or frequency) of
these repeating shape patterns can be used to provide additional means
for conveying local flow properties; this is particularly useful for the
velocity property. For this purpose we employ (1) a shape mapping
function and (2) a dedicated line shape attribute.
A shape mapping function maps a line data attribute (∈ [0, 1]) to the
width (∈ [0, 1]) of the band at that point of a line. As such, it defines the
shape of a band. We combine this mapping function with a dedicated
line shape attribute:
sx =

x
mod 1,
l

(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: Shape mapping functions and corresponding line styles.

where l defines the size of the shape pattern on the line and x is a line
attribute that is monotonically increasing along the line. The modulo
operation ensures that the shape is repeated along the line.
The choice of x in Eq. 5.1 determines the local ‘density’ of the patterns.
For example, choosing the distance along the data line to the seed point
results in constant size patterns. However, choosing the integration
time t makes the frequency of the patterns depend on the local velocity
of the field: high velocity will result in a lower frequency of patterns
(i. e., elongated patterns), providing additional means for visualizing
the local velocity.
Together, the line shape attribute and the shape mapping function
provide a flexible way to achieve a wide range of line shapes. Figure 5.3
shows a number of examples of mapping functions and illustrates how
the mapping function influences the shape of a band and, thus, the line
style.
5.3.4 Directional Color Patterns
The flexible band shapes (line band width mapping) affect the overall
shape of the line as a whole. For example, an adjustment of the mapping
of an inner band will always have an effect on the outer band layers.
To provide a related visual effect without the influence of the overall
line shape we provide—as the final aspect to our visualization line style
model—directional color patterns realized as procedural textures that
control the line color of the bands. These textures can be employed to
produce similar shapes and patterns (e. g., Figure 5.4) as the flexible
band shapes but without affecting the line width. Similar to the band
shapes, the directional color patterns can also convey additional in66
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Figure 5.4: Examples of color patterns to apply to bands.

formation about the streamlines such as direction, velocity, and other
parameters.
The approach we use to achieve this type of patterns is to apply a
function that, based on the position on the band, determines which
band color to use. For example, a decision function that captures the
different aspects of the patterns illustrated in Figure 5.4 is:
x
f d (x, y) = (( + a y c ) mod 1) − w,
l

(5.2)

where x is again a line attribute that is monotonically increasing along
the line, defining the longitudinal position on the strip, y ∈ [0, 1] is the
lateral position on the band, l is the length of the repeating pattern,
a is the steepness of the slope, c > 0 defines the shape of the slope,
and w ∈ [0, 1] determines the relative width of the colors. When f d is
smaller than zero, one color is used, otherwise a second color. Similar to
the band shape and centerline patterns, choosing x to be the integration
time in Eq. 5.2 allows the color pattern to convey velocity through the
local frequency of the pattern.
5.3.5 The Extended Line Style Model for Visualization
Together, the line bands with their color and width control, the means
to parametrize the band width with mapping functions, and the directional color patterns extend the number of visual variables available
for visualization of line data. Most of these visual variables can be combined in one visualization and convey multiple aspects of the streamline
data in one image.
For example, consider a line style with the following settings for its
two bands. On the center-most bands, the temperature is mapped to
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color via a color map. The resulting color is used in a directional color
pattern to convey both velocity and directionality. The second band (on
both sides) is used as a contour line and is simply black. The width of
both bands depends on the pressure. In such a visualization, the viewer
can discern four different aspects of the flow field (besides the path
of the streamlines): temperature, pressure, velocity, and direction—all
aspects discernible in the mapping.
This combination of information comes at a price: the resulting image
may be overwhelming and cluttered. However, we do not necessarily
need to use all visual variables for all streamlines. One could imagine
that, depending on the illustrative visualization goal, we would like
to see extra information about the flow only for streamlines that have
certain properties (e. g., local attribute values). To cater to this need, we
introduce line style transfer functions as described next.
5.4

line style transfer functions

Similar to regular transfer functions in volume rendering [Kniss et al.,
2002], line style transfer functions assign pre-defined line styles to line
regions with certain local line attributes. Because we use our extended
model for these line styles, the styles assigned to an attribute range
are typically not static such as traditional (npr) line styles but themselves show changes in the attribute values. Therefore, line style transfer
functions allow us to visualize attribute values on two levels: ranges of
attribute values and changes within these ranges. Moreover, these line
style transfer functions also facilitate the explicit control of abstraction
in streamline visualization. By choosing a line style that maps fewer
attributes using a less complex line style (which can be as simple as a
single thin line, maybe with a dashing pattern) for regions of the dataset
that are less important (as indicated by a given attribute), we can highlight important regions with a more elaborate style that encodes more
attributes for a detailed visualization.
As an example of explicitly applying abstraction, let us consider a
visualization user who is interested in the behavior of streamlines in
high vorticity areas, but still would like to see the streamlines in the
remainder as context. So he or she creates two line styles: one style
with thick colormapped lines (to show temperature) combined with
halos and one with thin, dashed, light gray lines. The line style transfer
function is then configured such that high vorticity values use the first
line style and low vorticity values use the latter. Thus, low vorticity lines
are thin and dashed so one can see through them, yet they provide
context for the more pronounced high vorticity regions of the dataset.
Conceptually, a line style transfer function is a simple mapping from
ranges of line attributes to line styles. As such, because the transfer
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function depends on local line attributes, one line in the visualization
can have multiple line styles.
5.5

implementation

Several design decisions of the conceptual line model and transfer functions were driven by implementation considerations. More specifically,
because we aim for the interactive exploration of line styles even when
applied to large datasets, the line style model should be suitable for
implementation in shaders on modern gpus. Our implementation consists of two parts, each implemented in a different type of shader. The
first is the generation of view-oriented triangle strips (geometry shader)
and the second is the application of the line style to the strip (fragment
shader).
The transformation of the input lines (stored in gpu memory) into
view-oriented triangle strips is done each rendering pass in a geometry shader. The width of these triangle strips is (pre-)calculated by
multiplying a global scaling factor with the maximum of the line style
widths. The width of a line style is calculated through a summation of
the maximum widths of its bands. With the line strips in place as the
‘canvas’ for the line style, the next step is to apply the style model.
The actual application of the line style is done in a fragment shader.
The main goal of this fragment shader is to decide which band of which
line style should be applied to the fragment. To determine this it uses
the position on the strip, the shape mapping functions, and the values
of the relevant line attributes. Then, based on the settings for that band,
the color (either from a color map or from a color pattern) and the
depth offset of the fragment can be determined.
One additional aspect of our implementation is the use of templated
shaders. The main reason for this is that the flexibility of our extended
line style model yields a large number of options, which without templated shaders would result in a large number of expensive conditional
statements in the shader. The templated shaders (implemented using
the existing templating library Jinja2, see http://jinja.pocoo.org/docs/)
allow us to flexibly include only the necessary shader code, based on the
chosen style configurations. This approach has the additional benefit
of making the shader used for rendering as small as possible.
5.6 results
To illustrate the broad range of possible visual representations of lines
that can be achieved with our line style model, we apply a number of
different line styles to two sets of streamlines. The first set is generated from a snapshot of a numerical simulation of a heat driven cavity
(Dataset 1), the other set is generated from a snapshot of a simulation
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Figure 5.5: A simple black-and-white line style applied to streamlines from
Dataset 1.

of turbulent flow around a cube (Dataset 2). It is important to note that
although the streamlines that we visualize here may give the impression
of a steady flow, they are merely a visualization of the flow field at one
particular time step.
We start with the application of a single simple black-and-white line
style to Dataset 1 (see Figure 5.5). This line style has two bands. The
center-most band is white and fairly wide, whereas the outer band is
thin and black. In addition, this outer band acts as a depth-dependent
halo, although in this case it can also be considered a depth-dependent
contour. The first thing to notice in Figure 5.5 is how, despite the fact
that no color has been used, the spatial relationships of the lines are still
clear. Also, the depth manipulation ensures that collinear streamlines
(e. g., the laminar flow at the bottom) blend together, emphasizing such
collinear structures and yielding a crisper visualization. The close-up
of the same dataset in Figure 5.6 illustrates this aspect further.
The next step is to employ the visual parameters that our line style
model introduces to convey additional information about the flow.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the application of a color map to streamlines.
In Figure 5.7 a blue-purple color map is used to display velocity in
Dataset 2; and in Figure 5.8 a grayscale color map is used to convey
local temperature in Dataset 1. Again, the halo allows us to omit shading
and still have good depth perception, making direct application of color
maps possible without a potential shading that affects the perception
of the colors.
Besides color maps, the other way our line style model can convey
additional information is through the size and frequency of shape
patterns. Figure 5.9 illustrates how an arrow shape can be used to convey
both direction and velocity in a black-and-white visualization. Shape
and color maps can also be combined, as illustrated in Figure 5.10,
where light gray arrows are combined with a fairly wide halo to which
a color map is applied. Again the size (length) of a pattern indicates the
local velocity of the flow. Besides an indication of direction, the arrow
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Figure 5.6: Close-up of streamlines with a simple black-and-white line style
applied to them. Notice how the depth-dependent halo (contour)
emphasizes collinear streamlines.

Figure 5.7: Streamlines depicting flow around a cube, colored with a blue-purple
color map to show velocity, combined with white halos for depth
perception.

shape also gives the visualization a certain feel of motion. A similar
effect is achieved with the tadpole shape shown in Figure 5.11 where
also a color-mapped halo is used, but with a constant shape length.
The color pattern is the final addition to our line style model, of
which an application is shown in Figure 5.12. The base color comes
from a yellow-green color map conveying temperature, the alternate
color is black. Together, these two colors form a directional pattern,
whose length, as in the images shown previously, correlates with the
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Figure 5.8: Gray scale color map applied to streamlines depicting their local
temperature.

Figure 5.9: An arrow shape mapping function applied with a simple black-andwhite style. The size of the arrow indicates velocity.

local velocity. This time, however, the width of the centermost band
also depends on the velocity, emphasizing the effect.
Finally, in Figure 5.13 two line styles are shown in one visualization,
illustrating the use of a line style transfer function. Here, the visualization or illustration goal is to study the breakup of laminar flow into
more turbulent flow. Simply rendering all the lines (as in Figure 5.5)
will obscure the transition areas from laminar to turbulent flow; however, by removing the vortex part the context would be lost. For this
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Figure 5.10: Streamlines depicted through light gray arrow shapes combined
with a halo colored with a color map to depict velocity.

Figure 5.11: Streamlines depicted with tadpole-shaped, fixed size patterns, combined with a halo colored using a color map (velocity).

purpose we defined two line styles for this visualization. One, being the
focus of the visualization, is fairly thick and has a color map applied
to it (velocity); the other, for providing context, is light gray, thin, and
dashed. For this example we use the distance-to-seed-point attribute
as the guiding attribute for the line style transfer function, where low
values get mapped to the more pronounced line style and high values
are mapped to the thin dashed lines providing context. Because of the
dashing, one can see through the context-providing lines, revealing the
flow behind it.
5.7 discussion
As illustrated by the results in the previous section, our parametrization
of line styles allows for a wide variety of visual representations of lines,
accompanied by visual variables to show additional information about
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Figure 5.12: A color map (depicting temperature), combined with a color pattern whose control attribute is the integration time, yielding larger
patterns where the velocity is high. The width of the band depends
on the local velocity.

Figure 5.13: Application of a line style transfer function to emphasize the transition from laminar to turbulent flow while the gray dashed lines
provide context.

the flow. In this section we discuss further aspects, observations, and
limitations of our line style model.
In terms of performance, we find that on a fairly modern graphics
card (nvidia GeForce gtx 285), we can interactively manipulate the
line style parameters whilst displaying fairly large datasets, facilitating
the interactive exploration of different visual representations of lines.
For reference, the two datasets in Section 5.6 consist of 2500 streamlines
(2.5M vertices) and 390 streamlines (250k vertices), respectively.
The repeating directional patterns in Figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12
give a sense of motion to the visualizations. We experimented with
this by generating animations where these patterns move along the
line, further illustrating the motion (an example is included in the
supplementary material). There is, however, a certain danger in this
because it would give the false impression of a steady flow, whereas the
datasets we use are a single snapshot of a simulation of unsteady flow.
As an experiment to capture the behavior of an unsteady flow using our
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streamline visualization, we generated line visualizations for a number
of consecutive snapshots and combined those in a short animation
(included in the supplementary material). Although the ends of the
streamlines behave somewhat erratically, together, the streamlines seem
to capture the behavior of this unsteady flow.
An additional observation is that in our visualizations where the
length of a (shape) pattern depends on the local velocity, the patterns
are longer in high velocity areas. Whether this effect is intuitive seems
to depend on the people who are asked and the kind of shape being
used, as some people correlate high (pattern) frequency with velocity.
A related observation is that when the difference in velocity is large, the
shape might become too small in low velocity areas, see for example
the right side of Figure 5.9. Other rendering artefacts are possible, for
example when (shaped) line strips overlap in a certain way, resulting
in oddly shaped patterns. Also, occasionally there are small artefacts
when the view-vector is parallel to the line direction, though the effect
is minimal and methods exist to remedy this artifact [Stoll et al., 2005].
Finally, we presented our visualization results to a fluid mechanics
expert in an informal discussion. In his initial reaction he commented
on the “prettyness” of the images and found the visualizations very
suitable for illustration purposes (e. g., classroom usage) because they
illustrate well-known phenomena very well. Interestingly though, he
liked the simple black-and-white visualizations (such as Figure 5.5) best,
mainly because of their simplicity and expressive power.
5.8 conclusion
We have presented a flexible illustrative line style model for the visualization of streamline datasets. By partitioning line strips into parallel
bands whose basic visual properties can be independently controlled,
we create a parametrization that allows us to represent a broad range of
visual styles for line data visualization. This approach is combined with
line attribute mapping functions for color and width to facilitate flexible
line shapes and means to convey additional information about the flow.
Moreover, the line style transfer function we introduced enables emphasis and abstraction by mapping local line attributes to pre-defined
line styles.
Future work includes combining our exploration of line styles with
interactive streamline seeding strategies to further improve the exploration of flow datasets for visualization and illustration. Furthermore,
we would like to experiment with alternative automatic line style mapping strategies to create more flexible line style transfer functions.
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CONCLUSION
his thesis has presented a quartet of approaches and techniques
for the visualization of lines and line-like data. Two of those approaches (Chapter 2 and Chapter 4) focused on the analysis of the
data, whereas the other two techniques (Chapter 3 and Chapter 5)
addressed visualization and rendering aspects. Nonetheless, all four
methods share a common goal of creating abstracted visual representations of line data that help viewers to gain a better understanding of
the data. This chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis and
discusses perspectives on future work.

T

6.1 graph-based tractography
In Chapter 2 we introduced a new method for calculating fiber tract
paths from dti data. Central to this method is the application of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to a large graph derived from dti data
in which each node represents a voxel and the edge weights represent
the white matter connectivity between neighboring voxels. We investigated our hypothesis, that by selecting a proper mapping for the edge
weights, the resulting shortest paths would represent likely fiber tract
trajectories. Besides the most likely path between two points, Dijkstra’s
algorithm produces a tree structure of shortest paths, annotated with
path weights, which can be the source of further visualization. For
example, we showed that a (pruned) shortest path tree has a strong
resemblance with the expected white matter structure and gives a good
first quick overview, although further validation is needed. This shortest
path approach is a first step that provides possibilities for further study.
One of the main issues of our shortest path approach for creating
fiber tracts is that in our conversion from dti data to edge weights, the
resulting values become unitless, making it hard to reason about the
paths found. Zalesky [2008] solved this problem by making a slight
modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm, allowing him to use probabilities
for edge weights resulting in most probable paths, with accompanying
probabilities. Such a probabilistic approach combined with the continuation of our exploration of visualization possibilities for the shortest
path tree could yield interesting results.
Another issue is the coarseness of the paths that is produced by
such a graph-based approach. One possible solution is to upsample
the underlying data to a higher resolution and produce graphs for that.
Although from an information-theoretic standpoint the amount of
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available information would not change, it should yield less jagged
trajectories. Moreover, as Dijkstra’s algorithm on such regular graphs
is fast, we expect that applying it to higher resolution graphs will not
result in prohibitively long running times.
6.2

depth-dependent halos for lines

In Chapter 3 the focus changed to visualization and rendering. We presented a new illustrative visualization technique for dense line datasets
such as dti fiber tracts or flow streamlines. We showed that the depthdependent halos we added to simple black lines improve depth perception and visually emphasize collinear structures of lines (e. g., bundles
and surfaces that implicitly exist in the line data). Combined with additional depth-cueing, the visualizations we produced with this method
mimic the clear pen-and-ink illustrations that are created by human illustrators as hand-drawn images. The effectiveness of our technique was
supported by positive comments in an informal evaluation by domain
experts who particularly noted the possibilities in showing detail, emphasizing bundles, and depicting spatial relationships. In addition, our
gpu implementation of this technique allowed us to achieve interactive
to real-time frame rates, depending on the size of the dataset.
Our informal evaluation with dti fiber tract domain experts about
the depth-dependent halo technique for lines yielded positive feedback,
but one important comment was the request for showing context together with the fiber tracts. This addition of context has since been
realized [Svetachov et al., 2010]. Figure 6.1 shows an illustration where
depth-dependent halo lines are combined with hatched and stippled
surfaces to create context in a similarly clear black-and-white style.
6.3 fiber tract bundling
After noticing that bundles and surfaces of fiber tracts are emphasized
by the depth-dependent halos in Chapter 3, we aimed to produce more
explicit abstractions for these implicitly existing bundles and surfaces in
Chapter 4. We created these abstractions in a two-step process. The first
step consists of analyzing the local similarity of tract segment directions
at different search ranges. Then, locally similar segments are iteratively
moved towards each other. This bundling process creates volumetric
voids between the tracts which decreases the mutual occlusion of tracts
and gives insight into the general white matter structure. We explored
a number of ways to interact with these abstracted representations,
including one where we allowed a seamless transition between the
original and abstracted representations.
As discussed in Chapter 4, one of the main opportunities for future
work for our fiber tract bundling technique lies in reducing the running
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Figure 6.1: Example of combining depth-dependent halo fiber tracts with
hatched and stippled surfaces for context. From [Svetachov et al.,
2010].

time and computational complexity of the pre-processing steps. There
are certainly possibilities for achieving that, including the use of space
partitioning data-structures and optimizations in the iterative bundling
process. In addition, it is important to further analyze the deformation of shape that the bundling process introduces and to validate the
abstract representations we produce with domain experts.
Another avenue for future work with respect to bundling is interaction. The interaction possibilities we introduced so far focused mainly
on exploring the abstracted representations and comparing them with
the original tract configuration. We believe that, besides being an abstraction that helps communicating the important structures in the
brain, the bundled representation can be a tool for exploring large
datasets where the bundles provide handles for selection and interaction.
6.4 line styles for flow visualization
In Chapter 5 our focus returned to rendering and visualization to introduce a flexible illustrative line style model for the visualization of
streamlines. In this model, a generalization of the depth-dependent
halo technique of Chapter 3, we subdivide line strips into parallel bands
whose visual properties can be controlled individually. We further extended the range of possible depictions by allowing local line attributes
(e.g., velocity or temperature) to be mapped to visual properties (no79
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tably width and color). In addition, we introduced the concept of a
line style transfer function, which can map local line attributes to predefined line styles, giving users the ability to emphasize certain lines.
Moreover, because this model was conceived with gpus in mind, our
gpu implementation supports fairly large datasets.
For this work on line styles there is also room for extension with
respect to interacting with the visualization. Of course, we already
provide interactive manipulation of the line styles, but the interaction
with the lines itself is still limited. Right now, the line data is static and
being able to influence the number and density of the lines would give
the user more control over the visualization, for example by supporting
interactive seeding strategies and/or interactive line-filtering strategies.
Furthermore, we have only touched the surface of what is possible
with respect to the line style transfer function we introduced in Chapter 5. There are two important possibilities for further research. The
first is—in collaboration with domain experts—to determine or define
local line attributes best suited for line style mapping. The second is to
create and explore alternative automatic line style mapping strategies
that give users more flexibility in expressing how local line attributes
should be mapped to line styles.
6.5

general conclusions and perspectives

Lines are the geometric shapes central to this thesis and the vehicles for
conveying information about the underlying data (e. g., dti tensor fields
and flow fields). Compared to alternative methods such as other geometric shapes [McLoughlin et al., 2010] or volumetric lic approaches
[Helgeland and Andreassen, 2004], lines have the advantage of being
conceptually simple and being able to convey both general structure
and detail. There is, of course, plenty of opportunity to combine (our)
line visualization methods with other approaches, in particular in the
light of providing context.
There lies, however, also a danger in being able to capture details;
the clarity of simple (black) lines can give an impression of accuracy
and certainty, without this certainty being backed-up by the underlying
data. For example, the lines generated by deterministic dti tractography
are the result of a chain of measurements and transformations, each
introducing inaccuracies. As such, it would be interesting to further
explore whether it is possible to maintain the simplicity and abstractive
power while, at the same time, conveying the degree of uncertainty.
Using the line rendering technique of Chapter 5, it may be possible to
convey this uncertainty through line styles. However, such an approach
raises (new) questions about the perception of uncertainty. In general,
the perceptual effects of line styles is something to be examined further.
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Going from (raw) data to knowledge is typically a process of analysis,
visualization, and interaction. As became clear in the previous section
of this chapter, all three activities interconnect and support each other;
advances in one area spur new challenges in the other, solutions to
which create new possibilities for the former. When analysis, visualization, and interaction intuitively work together, a feedback loop is
created that allows domain experts to really use the techniques to their
full potential. Each of the chapters in this thesis contributes towards
this goal, but there is much work to be done before we can put it in the
hands of end-users.
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL IMAGES
his appendix contains a number of high-resolution anaglyphic result images of the Depth-Dependent Halo technique described in
Chapter 3. These images are to be viewed with red-cyan or red-green
glass (with the red filter used for the left eye).

T

Figure A.1: Illustrative visualization of a subset of dti fiber tracts in a human
brain. Note the emphasis of compact fiber bundles and how the
“fanning out” of these is clearly visualized with depth-dependent
halos. The dataset comprises 11 306 tracts and 260 836 vertices.

Figure A.2: Illustrative visualization of streamlines showing water flow. The
dataset uses 1 400 streamlines and 2 603 605 vertices and was generated using vtk.
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Figure A.3: Illustrative visualization of an elevation dataset with 4 440 900
points, rendered using points with halos. Note the trees being visible due to the halo effect, either as rows of trees (center and right)
or even as individual trees (bottom left).
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Figure A.4: Point dataset with 437 645 points representing the surface of a 3d
shape. Notice the effect of visually separating contiguous regions
of points at depth discontinuities.
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Figure A.5: Point dataset with 172 973 points representing the surface of a 3d
shape. Notice the effect of visually separating contiguous regions of
points at depth discontinuities.
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL MOVIES
his appendix contains links to number of online movies/videos that
support the chapters in this thesis. For the convienence of those
with a smartphone, the urls are also placed in qr codes. Simply
scan these 2d barcodes and you will be taken to a website showing the
video.

T

Figure B.1: qr-code linking to an online movie showing the depth-dependent
halo technique as shown in Chapter 3.
url: http://youtu.be/UF4ZYDj2C5k?hd=1

Figure B.2: qr-code linking to the anaglyphic version of an online movie showing the depth-dependent halo technique as shown in Chapter 3.
url: http://youtu.be/pbO_AAwNp5g?hd=1
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isualisatie is de kunst en de wetenschap van het maken van plaatjes van grote verzamelingen gegevens op zo’n manier dat kijkers een
nieuw en/of beter begrip krijgen van deze gegevens. Met de steeds
maar groeiende rekenkracht van computers wordt de hoeveelheid gegevens ook steeds groter en speelt visualisatie een steeds prominentere rol
in het verkrijgen van inzicht in deze gegevens. In dit proefschrift richten
wij ons specifiek op de visualisatie van een bepaald type gegevens: verzamelingen van opeengepakte (gekromde) lijnen. Dergelijke gegevens
komen in velerlei domeinen voor, waarvan er twee in dit proefschrift
expliciet benoemd en behandeld worden.
Als eerste noemen we het medische domein: hierbij bekijken we zogenaamde fiber tracts die worden gegenereerd vanuit Diffusion Tensor
Imaging (dti) data. dti is een variant van Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(mri) die het mogelijk maakt om de mate en de richting van diffusie
van watermoleculen te meten in vezelachtig biologisch materiaal zoals
de witte massa in de hersenen. De bijbehorende aanname is dat op basis
van de diffusieinformatie iets gezegd kan worden over de ligging en
de structuur van het vezelachtige materiaal. Een van de manieren om
dat inzichtelijk te maken is door middel van de zogenaamde deterministische fiber tracking methoden. Het basisidee van deze methoden
is om vanuit een startpunt een klein stapje te doen in de richting van
de grootste diffusie op dat punt en vervolgens dit proces te herhalen
om zo een driedimensionale kromme (een zogenaamde fiber tract) te
verkrijgen. Door dit vanuit meerdere startpunten te doen is het resultaat
een grote verzameling lijnen die kunnen helpen om inzicht te krijgen
in de structuur en ligging van de (bundels van) vezels.
Het tweede domein met soortgelijke verzamelingen van lijnen is het
deelgebied van de wiskunde dat zich bezig houdt met de simulatie van
stromingen van vloeistoffen en gassen; denk bijvoorbeeld aan simulaties om de aerodynamica van een auto te onderzoeken. Het resultaat
van dergelijke simulaties zijn snelheidsvelden waaruit stroomlijnen
berekend kunnen worden op een vergelijkbare manier als bij de eerder beschreven fiber tracts. Deze stroomlijnen kunnen we zien als een
(visuele) representatie van het gedrag en de structuur van de (vaak
complexe) drie-dimensionale stroming. Zo’n voorstelling kan helpen
bij de interpretatie van de simulatieresultaten.
Voor zowel fiber tracts als stroomlijnen geldt dat wanneer ze op een
naïeve manier gevisualiseerd worden, er al gauw sprake zal zijn van
een warboel van overlappende lijnen waaruit weinig inzicht te halen is.
Daarom zijn in de loop van de jaren visualisatiemethoden ontwikkeld
die helpen bij het inzichtelijk maken van de structuur en de onderlinge
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ruimtelijke relaties van de lijnen. De verschillende hoofdstukken in dit
proefschrift leveren bijdragen op dit gebied.
In hoofdstuk 2 ligt de nadruk op een nieuwe methode voor het extraheren van lijnen (fiber tracts) uit dti data. Het centrale idee is om
Dijkstra’s kortste pad algoritme toe te passen op grote gewogen grafen die zijn afgeleid van dti data. In deze grafen stellen de knopen
de voxels voor (uit de dti data) en stellen de gewogen verbindingen
tussen de knopen de mate van connectiviteit tussen naastgelegen voxels
voor. Onze hypothese was dat de resulterende kortste paden een goede
indicatie kunnen geven van de meest waarschijnlijke banen van vezelbundels in de hersensen. Op basis van eerste experimenten met deze
methode hebben we voorzichtig kunnen concluderen dat deze hypothese aannemelijk blijkt te zijn, maar dat verder onderzoek noodzakelijk
is.
In hoofdstuk 3 richten we ons meer op de visualisatie van lijnen. We
introduceren een nieuwe visualisatiemethode voor grote verzamelingen lijnen die gebaseerd is op traditionele illustratieve technieken. De
belangrijkste vernieuwing is de diepte-afhankelijke halo: een witte rand
om de zwarte lijnen waarvan de dikte afhangt van de relatieve afstand
tot achterliggende lijnen. Hierdoor wordt de diepte-waarneming verbeterd en worden structuren van lijnen (bijvoorbeeld bundels) visueel
benadrukt. De lijnvisualisaties geproduceerd met deze methode lijken
qua stijl op met de hand gemaakte zwart-wit illustraties. Bovendien
maakt het zwart-wit karakter de resulterende visualisaties erg geschikt
voor drukwerk en anaglyph (rood-cyaan) 3d plaatjes. Ook in een informele evaluatie door domeinexperts (neuro-wetenschappers) werden
de resultaten van onze methode positief ontvangen.
De visualisaties uit hoofdstuk 3 benadrukken impliciet aanwezige
structuren van lijnen zoals bundels en vlakken. In hoofdstuk 4 creëren
we voor dergelijke structuren expliciete abstracties. De methode die wij
daarvoor hebben geïntroduceerd bestaat uit twee stappen. In de eerste
stap wordt geanalyseerd welke lijnsegmenten qua richting en positie
veel op elkaar lijken. Vervolgens worden in de tweede stap lokaal op
elkaar lijkende lijnsegmenten iteratief naar elkaar toegetrokken. Dit
proces van bundelen creëert leegtes tussen de fiber tracts waardoor er
minder sprake is van storende overlapping van lijnen en de globale
structuur van de witte massa duidelijker wordt. Wij hebben geëxperimenteerd met verschillende manieren voor het interactief werken
met de geabstraheerde representaties van de fiber tracts. In de belangrijkste van deze methoden kan naadloos geschakeld worden tussen de
originele en geabstraheerde representatie.
Tenslotte ligt in hoofdstuk 5 de nadruk meer op de afbeelding van
lijnen. Hiervoor hebben we een flexibel illustratief lijnstijlmodel geïntroduceerd. In dit model, een generalisatie van de diepte-afhankelijke
halos uit hoofdstuk 3, verdelen we lijn-stroken in paralelle banden waarvan de visuele eigenschappen individueel ingesteld kunnen worden.
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We vergroten de visuele flexibiliteit verder door het mogelijk te maken
om lokale stroomlijn-eigenschappen (zoals snelheid en temperatuur)
te koppelen aan visuele eigenschappen (in het bijzonder breedte en
kleur). Daarnaast hebben we het concept “line style transfer function”
geïntroduceerd dat lokale stroomlijn-eigenschappen kan koppelen aan
eerder gedefinieerde lijnstijlen. Dit maakt het mogelijk voor gebruikers
om bepaalde soorten lijnen te benadrukken. En omdat deze methode
gebruikmaakt van de grafische kaart ondersteunt onze implementatie
grote datasets.
Lijnen staan centraal in dit proefschrift en ze vormen het vehikel
om informatie uit de onderliggende gegevens over te brengen. In vergelijking met andere methoden hebben lijnen het voordeel dat ze conceptueel simpel zijn en tegelijkertijd zowel globale structuur als detail
kunnen uitdrukken. Maar er zijn natuurlijk ook vele mogelijkheden
voor het combineren van de in dit proefschrift beschreven methoden
met andere aanpakken, met name met het oog op het voorzien van
context.
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